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Note

/
.

People speak differently than they write. The minutes,
of t4is Symposiumwere recorded verbatim oil a stenotype
mackThe. It-was necessary to edit the ;transcript extensively
so thatthe written report would'be coherent. Al, personal
references, asides, unrelated jokes, housekeeping details,
and laudatory declamations were deleted for purposes of

ti brevity. Rambling sentences with numerous-auses were
ashortened or reorganized for clarity. .At all times,. attempts

were made to adhe4e to the meaning and intent of the speakers.
" Notwithstanding this, any mistakes in content, attribution,

or intent, are solely my responsibility.
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The National Committee on &mployment of Youth jps an
of the National Child Ldbor Committee, a.privatevolunt y

age-ncy dedicated to helping increase the effectivene of those
woriking directly with children and youth,rby cond ting research,
planning; staff training, te'chn'ical assistance, i forMatiOn

' services,- -and demonstration ...programs. for agencies n
/-2,

d ins tutions
A, 'throughput the country. t

so In 1970, under a U. S. Department of Labor cortract, NCEY
-.initiated a project to develop alternative qualification for,

and new-routes to, credentials for paraprofessional human service'

vorers. Specifically, NCEY's project aims to upgrade para-
-professionals in human service occupations to intermediate and
professioRal Tosi.t;c1-,3ds. Its thrusts are- to makeecr4dentals
more releFitnt to job duties, give 3eater\credit for,york and

: life experiences, foster mobility and trangferdbility, and make
it possible -for parapi-ofesgionals to obtain education and training'

'while fully employed. Programs are underway or planned in f9ur
occupations - - addiction serlrices, child development, classroom,
teaching, and occupational :therapy.*

7'4 /,
,

Thie Symposium focuses on one of the upgrading programs- -
occupational therapy. Tne Consortium for OcCupational Therapy
Education is composed of four New York State Hospitals--Rockland
Children's Psychiatric Hospital, Rockland State Hospital,
LetchwOrth.Vill,,,ge, and Helen Hayes Hospital- -two Academic
institutionsRockland Community College and the Hunter College
fustitute of Health Sciencesthe'New York State Departments of

5 ,Health and Mental Hygiene, the erican Occupational Therapy
.Association, and the National mmittee on Employment of Youth.

The program will open occupational'therapy.career opportuni-
ties for employeeb in the four hospitals. Sixteen workers.a
year for four cons&cutive years wilIpe educated and trained for
positions ad certified occupational' therapy assistants and re-
gistered occupational therapists, earning associate and bacca-

laureate,degrees. The 'program hds been Tunded by the Bureau of
Health Manpower' Education of theXat±onal Institutes. of Health'.

The program is operated by-a Policy Board wh4.ch includes one
representative from, each of the collaborating institutions and

the students. In addition to a program director and evaluator,
the staff of the project _consists

.

of six registered occupational

*For a detailed description crtNte process and designeof these
programs,'see National CoMmittee on EmployMent of. Youth,

Demonstration Pro ect on.DeveYo in Alternative ualificati'ons

and Credentials for Para rofessionals Final Re
December 1973.
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therapists, ore in each of thb four clinical institutions and
the two colleges. ,

The two otcqational therapists at the colleges conduct
*".

,

the academic program, coordinatS instructional activities with
clinical specialization,

t teachl.some courses; provide acadeMic
. ,guidance ,t9 the-students, and prepaye students to take pro-

ficiency and .registrationexaminations. The four registered
occupational thefapists in the clinicaPinstit'Utions act as
preceptors, providing Clinic'al nstruction, student super-
vision and counseling and scheduling of' student's time. The,

curriculum 'for the project is based on task analysis conducted
in tite four clinical institutions.'
i* .
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'CO'NSORTIUM FOR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY EDUCATION

SYMPOSIUM AGENDA

April 16, 1974

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF ,A NEW MODEL FOR OCCUPATIONAL, THERAPY EDUCATION,:
ITS APPLICABIaTY FOR OTHER OCCUPATIONS ANb'SYSTEMSt

_
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WELCOMING R EMARKS: Lee D. Filerman,. Director

,Consortium for Occupai:Conal.Therapy Education

OPENING STATEMENT:.

MORNING PANEL:
0

Educational Issu

1. How can we devise grea, flexibility and secure faster
decision making In the 'lleges in 'areal such as

scheduling, the'developm t of new courses, and in
structuring courses that re more job,relevant?

4 I

2. Hdw do 3'fou iritegritte in axork study model; classroom
education, sup'ervised- field work and employment?

Dr. Hagop
Rockland

ashikiarr, Director
ren's Psychiatric Hospital

4
3. How. an we accredit work 'nd life experience and what

shOuldibe the basis for

Panel Chairman: Eli E. Cohen, Chairman
Advisory Council for Occupational Education

Participants: . Dr. Helen H. Burnsicre; Associatd Provost
for Health Sciences,. State University of
New York

/

r

A ;

LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

. Ms. Gail Fidler, Director
Practice, Education( & Reearch,

. AMerican Occlipational Therapy Association

Dr.' Alice Garret, Me,dical Dfrector
Helen Hayes Hospital

. Dr. Michael McGariey, VIA- Provost
for Health Affairs, Hunter College Institute
of Health Sciences

t

Don C. Frey, Associate Director for Health Manpower
American Association for Comprehensive Health Planning



AFTERNOON PANEL: Employment Issues

0 1. How much released time. ko;1 educatio.n is reasonable to

expect the employing institution to grant and how much
should the studentcontriblite of his own time?

2. How do you get replacements for-employees when they are

inAchoolT.

3. Which employees should be eligible for, such programs?

4. How do you structure the Civil Service career iadder to
be flexible so that it respolids to new lorograms and

,methods of.accreditation outside the system-- but
'ithout losing the value of the "merit" focus of the

system?

5. How valid, are paper and pendil tests for OT and lily

you-make u$e of performance-based tests?,

Panel Chairman

Parti-dipants:
.

Dr: Sumner Rosen, Institute of Public

. Administration, New York City

. Dr. Seymour' Eskow, President.
Rockland Community College

. John Lagatt,' Assistant ComikssAoner
for Manpower, Employee Rellitions &
.Training, Stateof.New York Department
of Mental Hygiene.

Dr.Hyman Pleasure, Director
Rockland State Hospital

. Dr. Philip Wexler., Assistant-Commissioner
Bureau of Education & Training .
New York State Department of Mental .Hygiene

1
v.
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MORNING' SESSION

Welcoming Remarki: Lee D. .Filerman

Opening Statement: Dr. Hagop Mashiki'an

Morning Paned: IssuesAn Eddcation .

Panel Chairman:

Participant's:

Eli E.' Cohen' 4.

Dr& Helen H. Burnside'
Ms.Gail.Fidler,
Dr, Alice Garret
Dr. Michael McGervey

J
'MR. FILERMANC My name is Lee 1'ilerman, and L am the,Diector
of the Consortiumfor Occupational Therapy Education. Welcome\
to our SymposiuM.* We are pleased that you were able to join Ills
today. First, a word about the issues we will be discussing.
We are continually confronted with major issues as we move into\
,the implementation of the program. I am always startled by.the\

wdumber of new issues which" emerge, especially after so much time
in planning was spent by knowledgeable people committed to the
objectives of the projegt,

In this project, there are more than ten, majoA cooperating
agencies and institutions, each of which has i'ts own- needs,'

'constraints, and agenda:. "/

From the variety of issues which we .could have tocused on
today, we have selected some of the mgre generic issiles related
to education and employment. We have not selected basic issues

'in occupational therapy since this would requ,rd a separate
symposium.

We encourage ,questions and comments from the, audience which
we thope will open up new avenues ror further explration.

it

I take.pleasurejn introducing the Director /9T Rockladd
Children's Psychiatric Hospital, a man who has been the chief .

architect in-bringing this consortium together, Dr`. Hagop,(Jack)

DR. MASHIKIWN-N Thank you, Lee.

When I was asked to make a 4few remays'to this Symposium,

* A list.of people attending this Sy posiut appears at the end
of the transcript.

f
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I was awed by its very broad and'provocatire theme, namely,
A Critical Analysis of a New Model'for Occupational Therapy -

Edu'cation: Its Applicability for Other Ocou ations and S stems.
When I'became aware of the major themes of the two'"panels--
education and .employment--I was reassured that the distinguished
members of these two panels could ably speak to these issues,
and I could concentrate on 4. number of general Cpmments.

The Consortium for Oc.,..upatIonal Therapy Education has been
faced .with certain operational difficulties-which touch upon
employers, employee'interedts, faculty,'-students, the Civil
Service Employees Association, and even the Civil Service System
itself. These issues are 'very iniportant, and because this is a'
new model in it's early phases, we need to be.patient,,explore,
and gain assistance fr.= the experiences of the panel members
and froM the. audience.

About eighteen months ago when I was first approached 15y
the National Committee on Employment of Youth ro,explorethe
?'possibility of my hospital's willingness to participate in the
developffent of a new model for training occupational therapists,
I eagerly welcomed the opportunity. Here was a challenge to a .

consumer Organization; a hospital,\to'pa tidipate in-a nrw..cori-'
dept in manpower training programs. /

In.theipast, we had often criticized, yet had done very,

A
little to influence the design of such programs. a

chance. The'opportunity soon became broader as the need arose
to- develop a broader' -based alliance with-three. other St4te
facilities--Rockland State Hospital, Letchworth Village; and
Helen Hayes flospital--along with Rockladd Community College,
the Hunter C011ege Institute of Eea,lth Sciences and the National
Committee on Employkent of Youth, to pool Oui efforts and organize
a consortium. Here was an opportunity to test out new ideas on
management values a-nd constraints, since to participate in'such
a consortium calls for a great deal of give, and take. Here was
also the opporAunity for the agencies and.organiiations to learn
from each other, and, in the process; to offer a rewarding
future to their employees for whom, until this time, a pro-
fessional career was nothing but a dream. By serving our employ-
ees, we'...would also be serving our patients.who vdhld be provided
with higher levels and quality, of.care.

We were seeking to develop alternate routes tc4credentiallEd
education and training for occupational therapists. We had to
excel, but could've? What made us different from other programs?
We did'not want to duplicate existing programs. The challenge
was both exciting and frightdning, The opportunity was there,
and we embraced it. .0

The planning process was not easy. It called for individual
,and organizational sacrifices. The organizations- -the hospitals,
the colleges, tl'Pe professional association, and the National

(

I 0
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Committee on Employment of Youth- -had been functioning from
,..tiveir own perspeCtives and Priorities which they assumed tobe
unique and superion to those of others. Each wap- attempting
in its own way to find solutions to some societal problems,
and each used a get of traditional services to tha't end. Could
these independent organizations collaborate effe$tively and
join their different sets of services in order to solve the
_problem_of how to train occupational therapists in aworkjschool
setting when thexgoal.was stated generally and Idealistically/
There was general agreement, but specific program'issues arose
which challenged the ways in which the organizations-delivered
their services.. Questions of status, education', and supervision;
tlating of personnel, teachers, and .faculty members; Transferi-
ability of credits, cr-edit for work ari4-life experience; and
released time for training and education were issues on which
serious disagreements ..took place.

The Consortium could not reach consensus until its members
were-lifted above the tension's of the moment by powerful shared r

purpogps. While someofithese purposes 'appearel to be simple, it
was.essential t at they be identified and, ordered so that the

.process ofd work ng together could begin.
;

(
,c

1. 'We had to meet the basic standards oflothe collaborating
academic institutions, Rockla'nd.Community College and the I1'unter
College Institute opf Health. Sciences.

,

li

.

. .

2. We had to meet the requirements of the American Occupa-
tional TherapyAssociation and of the New York State Departments
of Health, Mental Hygiene; and Civil'Service.

3.. Training and edUcational practices had to be looked at
in the general context olf a rapidly 'changing society and in the
environment in which the stuuents as professionals were to.
practice. The State Hospitals were undergoing rapid changes in
thd ways in which' they were delivering.services, and students
had to be prepared,for this changing situatiod.

4. The future professionals would be asked to function in
--ambiguous settings, probably in inter-disciplinary teams with

changing membership. Small group techniques, communications
skills' Adaptability, emotional gtability, alearaness of social
issues and individual values would he essential for the students.

0

5. Excellence in education could 'te ettaihed in wvariety
of settings, not only in tiaditional college settings,end
learning is a life -long process.

6. Competence isessential.,
0

7. A 'high level of achievemept would be expected of all
students, but, at the'same tiMe,- individual differences relative
to achievements at different 1 vels would be taken into account.

O
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8. 'This ,,p. experimental;pamis exerimental; critical input from'all
concerned and periodic evaluation of our.efforts would be essential.

.
, $ s ,

,.
,

We expect-to be successful, eve n though we'ight encEU ter
...-2----lerious difficulties. . . s

.

.

Zhe resulting proposal with detailed statements of purbose,s,
curriculum design, f,i*ld experience and evaluation, was acc,eptedw
by all participants.and legitimated'bY a Federal grant for im

,, plementation. . 4- ,

.

..,
; , , -

/ Some
. .

.o.f the issues .on education and `employment that the
panels have b een charged to,explore todiy retl/ect th& strains of
working within a consortium despite efforts by'staff, facultyland
students to alleviate t se strains. ,

. '

It is rot easy for a college to shuffle Tits departMental
(..

resources tailor its schedules to accomsiddate the needs of
exceptional students without creating internal administrative and
profession/l\conflict. For example, many faculty members object
to cooperating

I

with adjunct faculty as qualikred\co-equals who
1might contribute to'deksion making Vittfin their institution.
\ . . .

I The traditional issue h s been an,,, d will continue, to be
I',between advocates of libexal uc4ion, versus advocates of pro- ,

ffessidnal trai\iing. '..I leave the details of this issue for the N

panelists to conside T

r. f ( %

For.the e4loyer,there is a different issue: providing
released timefOr training versus prov,iding continuing services
t&\ patients. In 'addition, thdre are the needs of other employees
not engaged in the:program who dem/and equal treatment and re-;
leased time tii.pursue their education.

,
.

c' .

These are the major issues as I see them. There are other
factor eswhich are important but lss-crucial to the success of

ii
'he program.

'.1 .

q
We must not aliou these strains in thj.early stages of an

.
aMbitious and 'complex partnership to diminish the oppor-nnities
,fot our students. Those who have bee/Wosely i- nvolved dn the .

and nd developient of this prograii are zealous, determined,
creative and dedicated. . -P

. . /

Our student's are snot your average body of students. Most .
,

%of them have been out RT sdhool'follfiom fifteen to twenty years;
they-have been working \for an, average of seventeen years. It is
up to the leadership of the participating organizations in this
Consortium to make adaitional efforts in their collaboration with

'project staff., I dd not\cthink we can shrink frog, this responsi-
bility. Such collaboration will underscore .9.ur recognition that,'

.irn addition to the growth and development of individual student-
. employees,, organizational' change and develdpment also 'take placp, 1

ali
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whether we recog4ize it or not. Ealch-of these employee-studedts \

is gaipg to contribute to the growth of our own organizations.- 1

If we are, in faCt, committed to these affirmative changes,

there must be a contint4i-0-enimitment on our part to provide
resources and to reconsider omr customary way Of doing business. -
We Must.also recognize that singling out a few employaes'for
professional chreer development musk be regarded asan invest-
meht in those individuals, an investment ithezvalue ot the .

individual as well as in the organization. In'other-WOrds, there

aren't too Infamy strings attached. We are saying that these indle-
viduals', who have been deprived over the years, now have an

.
.

opportunity'to grow akd move intorr.ofessional positions. We

should respect that growth 'as a'woxthwhile investment in the :

individual hiiself, reeardless of whether the impact on the .

-organization will ,be positive or .negative:
I

' I would. like to thank you- for giving me this op ortunitY
to get a few things off my chest. I look forward to thg.panal
d'iscusions whidh may lead to answers to some of the/issues

which I hasve touched upon. I would like this prdract, to succeed
and I-Would-like to see it as),ofte;Las possfibie. -.Thank'

you. ,
A 'fl '

g

MR. FILERMANf Thank you very mch., Dr: Mashikian, for your '

retharkd and for /bur continued interest in the,,project. I would

now ,like to'introduceothe chairMiN of,, the first panel, Mr. Eli E.

Cphoa, Exedutive'Secretaryof the. National Committee on Emoloy-
.

'ment of .Youth. . .

:
.

,
.4

.

MR. COHEN: My yob here is to set .the'',0tez.e. for the panel

and then, ogee we get rolling, act as a traffi'm goi'D. I will

try to do that with'idi.sp'atch. ,-- .k : =

:

Let me start by referring to some of the things. that have

been said by the two previbus speaks.
,

4
I

I think Lee Filerman hi' on one of the key points when he
.

. .

referred to the fact that; despite the long and careful period
of planning for this program,and the experience of operating,/ 4

the program, there'are many,tough'problems which have been

raised and not answered. 6) ,

..

'''

...
. . ...1-

That, is .one side of ,the equation. The other side is
Dr. Mashikian%s point that'thecolleges, az institutions, have
great-problems in adjusting to new situations and to change.
While we would like to,have colleges move more.quickly and "while

we would- like to push them in.a way that would, facilitate that

. movement, there are some practical realities that one must
contend with in order to get the movement going.

13
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I think Dr. Mashiki'an pVt it very,well when he said, in
efet, what we need to do is figure out the addition41 effort
needed, and how one could carry,out that additional effortin
order talichiere a rate of change, a rate-of adjustment, and a
rate of innovation that projecti like this require.

rPthink we Inow that progress is the question. The problem
is finding he.niPers. For this purpose, 'T think we are well

_fortified today wit0a top-flight-panel and with experts.on both.
sides of the table. Many of you in the audience pxObably are
just as qualified'as thosetof us on ihis'side of..the table to
provide the answers.. Perhaps-through interplay on both sides
ofithe table,- we will come up with something.

.

0
Now, the f ormat very simply.is th.sis. We will address

ourselves to two of the qugstions that are listed. If there is
time; we will try to, get to the third question. Two panel
members have been assigned prime responqbility for one question
and the other two piime responsibility for the other question.

We will discuss each question separat6ly. When the two
panel Members assigned that question have'finishedre will give
the other two-.panel members an opportunity to react: We' will

.then have questions and comments from the audience. Then we

.ha e reached our time IdtdtIOn the- first qUestion, we will move
o the -second question / b

The fi'lst* qu6stion is: How can ye devise greater flexi-
bility and secure faster decision Makink in. the colleges In
areas such, as scheduling, 'the delreiliPment of newcourses, and
in structuring courses that are more ,sob relevant?'

Our first panelist is Dr. Michael MeGarvey, Vice-PxON.rost
for Health Affairs, Hunter College Institute of Health Sciences.

A .

,
DRe McGARVEY: It's. really. a pleasure to be here, and Ihope .

,

.
tO open 4iy several iss which can lead. to some profitable '

discussion.

It seems to the that one of the attitudes about educational
institutions' prevalent in this particular Consciireium and else-
where is thatsedubational institutions are elmost invariably
seen as-4he parties of conservatism, inflexibility, and un-
willingnesto changes I think that this perspective is wrong:
A supeeficial-answerlo the question under' discussion would be
to find acceptalile ingtitutions to begin with. But what are
the factorg that go-Into making an "'acceptable institution?"
It seemsjto me that theire-Ege a .few factors 'which basically ---
bolt-down to ,people and indIVIduals. One of the things that as
really critical when 'knee is shopir round for an institution
in which to begin this sort of program o find a place yhere..

14
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there is a person ofitood will and some deiree of substance,
or a person., who has an appreciation of good patient care and
some ildea-of what goes into the educational process. I think
that t'hese kinds of people are becoming somewhat more common
these days. - -

.,

There is another aspect of this question which I find very
provocative, and troublesome. As someone recently come from
the patient care area, I am concerned.with the incongruehc.e that'
exists among three different levelsNof funCtionin in - society.

,
One is the actual leVel of patient needs as/hey can.be

/identified in a variety of.4raYs. Another is the/health care .

, delivery system. which represents a major' employer Of people--; ----'-',
,

, I think we can all cite instances where thei-e is simply no/

cangruenCe between the health care/delivery system and the
coMmdpity of need. The final'areatis the edUCational realm
which, presumably, prepares people-to work in a health..care
delivery system which may or may not address patient needs.

One of the things that I find very encouraging about the
'4ind of approach this Consortium represents is the opportunity
to bring some degree of congruence to those three. worlds which
often bear little or no relationship among one another'

In terms of improving decision making, in educational--;"
ihstitufions, one of the things we have to be aware, of is that,
by and large, curriculum development Ad curriculum approval are
faculty matters, and therefore an area of faculty decision making.

o This is a tric,ky subject requiring the kind of agonizing analysis
that has been part land parcel of the_valiie of educational insti-
tutions, but which isometimes is intensely frustrating to those
of us who are accustomed to making prompt decisions with regard
to a patient's well being-

I think this is the kind of tension pr..Mashikian referred
td which exists betweeri liberal arts and a professional or

,occupational orientation. There is a real tension that exists
between those in the traditional liberal arts and thoOe in the
"applied" sciences, whether they' are considered, professional or
trEdespele.

I khi0,,particularly in the health area, this tension re-
presents\ad interesting facet, because health, as 'we all' know, .o
is cloakedbin a kind of mystiqu'e. Those who are part of the
liberal arts tradition in a college, such as my own, for example,

4
live in a kind of love.-hate relationship with health professionals,
because they share part of thefrustrEaions of the overall
Atherican public who see a health care deliverysystem that is
increasingly expensive, increasingly unresponsive, increasingly

- different., and yet increasingly viable apd capable.
i'Jr

15 J
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They are caught, as are most lay people .in a bind between,
yaluing.health care highly and being infuriated with, health Aro-
fessionals. 'In the process of trying to detel-mine my own -
College's stanCein this kind of program, I was, myself, caught
in this dynamic. %It's a_ dynamic which is, in fact, being dealt

, Iwith today with some-degree of success.,
0

There are a number of things happening oftthis score, and
I would like to ci=te some concrete examples. -.-

Our willingness to participate in this Consortium is. an
indication of our interest to begin to explore the role of
traditional educational institutions.

The City University of New York has put together an- extra-
.orainarily. good training program called the CUNT_ B--A--Program,
yhich permits an individual to sit down with a panel of faculty
members and to help design his own individual curriculum, puttin
at his or her diAposai the resources of the entire Univerelty
of the City Of Ne York on its twenty campuses. 'The-W3.11ous
courses, whether iii\the day or evening session6---are 116- together
for a curriculum that-Nmakes sense_forthe particular needs of
that individual, and wfilot--ciacademically.sound. I thi.pk one

_could notast for -a-nibre liberal and more flexible appioact for
addreiiing the needs of mature, highly motivated students.

. Therefore, I think-that the onus .should not be placed
entirely on the backs of the educational institutions.- It seems
to me that we have found a rather painful kind of inflation in\
credentialing going on in the last several years. We are seeing,
everyone running after the baccalaureate degree without shy kina
of evidence that a baccalaureate degree takes a person able to
provide,good patient services. This is the notion that requires
extraordinary, careful examination.

I think we have'been caught up in a circle in which the
employing institution, the credentialing and certifying agencieS,
and the professional associations et al., are striving for the
best credentialing for their employees, members, and trainees in
areas which reqUIre academic accreditation.

Dr. Edmund Pellegrino, who was the driving force and the
stimulation of the State University Program at Stony Brook and
nor is the Vice-Chancellor for Healtt4Affairs at the University
of Tennessee, has come up with a notion that I find provocative.
Basically, te.as called for'divorcink education in the liberal
arts sense from applied professional.training. He feels that
in the kind of world in which, we live and toward which we are
moving, liberal arts education,is the way to prepare oneself

r. to .deal with leisure time, while professional education is that
which prepares one to make a7living, and that those two need not,
be intertwin . What he is calling for in a conceptual sense
is divorcip the liberal arts degree from the training of



(

practicing professional.
r

I think it is an interesting notion lich points to the .

`issue that I tried to raise, namely, how dc- we slow our historiical

plunge tovard more and More credentieling? I hope that i'-havd yJ
raised a' few issues and I look,forwara to dealing more tairectly
With your-questins:---,

MR. COHEN: Thank you, Dr.cMcGarvey. I would now like to
introduce Dr. Helen Burnside, Associate Provost for Health
Sciences, State, University of New York.

%

bR. BURNS-IDE: am 'stimulated by-some of. the things that
McGaryey has said. I hope we will have time.to hear some

questions.

- .I believe that inmost educational institutions there is
"-ti great need for much more.flexibility in scheduling and in the,

way courses are conducted. However, I thinklit is important
that we not lose track of the raa that we must es blish

t
ob-

j for what it/is we want e person-to know after -cam--,
pleting the educational program. I,get very comcerned when I-
'iear about new kinds or courses, ew-subjects, and so forth.
I.believe we must know vim% it is we,want the person to attain
uPomcompletion of these-opportunities.

. We have done a lot in terms of the-new competency based
criteria for teacher education, ,the use of multi4media in the
development-of materials, modular learning, and the use of

1

cognitive styling or planning for individuals. We 4.ve begun]
to realize that people-' learn in different ways, that different
methods can be used for people who learn better visually or !

audibly, and that we can identify the kinds of educational
1opportunities which can be developed for them.

.,I have recently been working.on t
i

e new external degree,'
.

Pprogram sh'ich is a non-traditional met od for obtaining certain.
ends, but Which is threatening in.som4 ways to those who are /in

the establishment; because change itself i's threatening. I' ave
been working with the development off,:t performance exam in
nursing, and it has taken approximate. . y two years, to get where
we are in its development. We stillhave not completed th,fitf.

part concerned with what it is we would like to see the individual
be able to do competently. al therapy will probably
require a siMilar p'eriod of time. I

When Lee asked me to come here,. I knew very little abq
I

ut

this Consortium. I think that the idea' of people from different
institutions working together to deliver both services ancqedu-
cationis a treniendoAs undertaking, butiI would stress tha they

'')
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mustknow the goals/are .

-10t.

MR. COHEN: Thank you, Dr. Burnside. I wonder whether the
other :two panelists rwould like, to comment or ask questions before
we open discussion to the audience? Yes, Dr. Garret. This is
Dr. Alice Garret who, is the Medical Director of the Helen Hayes
Hospital, one of the four hospitals.' in the Consortium.

.\

.

DD. GARRET: A One of the questions'I have is about t4e ability ,

ofneducatipnal institutions-to train, occupational therapy
apistants.\who wilt need to dempnstrate a certain amount of-
s ientific knowledge, take a full complement of liberal arts
cours and learn the Tactical knowledge needed to assist in
occu tional,therapis , 11 in tw years. I think wit can be
done, but will that p,erso be acade c lly prepared tog6 into
the last two years of a.b ccalaureate- .program? If we delay the
liberal arts part until the last two years,-what will be the
difference. between a-registered occupational therapist and a
certified occupatiodal therapy assistant in the practical'
applications of the skills?

R. COHEN: Does anyone on the panel Ash to pick that up?
. es, Mrs. Fidler. This is Gail Fidler, Director of Practice,

ucation and Research of the American Occupational Therapy
ssociation.

MS. FIDLER: One of the dilemmas that face us is trying to
make an ,oYange fit into a_ crate that holds bananas. We cannot
talk about competency based learning and liberal arts learning
as if they were synonymous. If we reverse the process and
begin to look at the basic question of what As necessary, what
are the performElnce skills and tasks anethe attendant body.of.
'knowledge n9edea to fulfill these tasks, then I think we can
,begin to 'determine what is needed in terms oeknowingas a total
human being. I think we need to keep that perspective in front
of us. at a13 timas.

MR. COHEN: We will now entertain questions and comments
from the audience. Please identify yourself when you speak, your

)name'and affiliation.

. f.

MS.-BREACH:' My name is Lucille Breach, and. I am the Manpower
Director of Rockland Community Action. I would like to hearsome
comments from the panel on Dr. Garret'S question, in order to
get some questions of, my own formul ted.



DR. McGARVEY: Do you mean what is basically going .to be the
difference between a certified occupational therapist assistant
and a registered occupational therapist?

MS. BREACH: Yes, and how do you deal with it?

DR. Mc \3ARVEY: There are two different issues involved with
. that gte,estion. Ms. Fidler put her finger on it: that the basic

requirements which lead to a baccalaureate degree may not have
anything to do with the applied talent, skills, and'abilities .

that the individual is, going to manifest p.t the end of the program.

In the education of physicians, for example, one of the .

reasons that medical training pi:ograms are so long is the hope
that students will matureea'little bit during the time they are
being trained. Pe can all point to the fact that somewhat more
mature persons, when working in therapeutic relationships with 4

other individuals, are usually better at doing it than younger,
people. Life experience and just growing up as a human_ being
have a good deal to do with one's ability to relate in a therav
peutic way to another person. And this may or may not have
anythitg to do with what one learns in a course on Balzac or,
Voltaire.

Another point that I would life to make is that courses of
remediation which take_an individual from a very basic kind of
learning to more and more advanced learning are necessary. We
have devised forstudents at qunter-CRllege remediat5on devices
and techniques which aajow 'them to progress-,after a month, two
months or three months in specialty areas and subjects.

, BiNdoes this have anything to do with the difference
between the two levels of occupational therapy workers? This
comes back to the competency based question of what the ex-
pectations are of either the employing institution.or the
certifying body which establish the performance levels. Asl'beral

an
wh
who employ them.

is education institution will be hard put to define ,these levels,
probably has no business in that area. These. are functions

ch should be defined by specialists in the area and the people

'' MS. BREACH: I do agree that, in line with the original
statement, there is not the necessary understanding between the
professional and liberal arts approaches, and that this program
is t e beginning of doing something to break down the barriers.
that revent that rapport. The two approaches should begin to
recognze there is roomfor both, and that they can be dealt 'wit'.
indivi ually as well aJs collectikrely.

1.9
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DR. McGARVEY: One thing we have done in the nursing
and we have at Hunter a very large school of nursing - -is to '

put -pogether what we call an open curriculum in nursing, which,
is basically aimed at people who -care working, people who have
to come to school in the late afternoon and early evening Aria

have to make a living.

.What we have tried to do .is put together four modules,
th'ougII which people can move.' Eadh module is a combidatibm of

clinical work and academic work. In preparing the program we
initially met with represeritatives Of a voluntary hospital,
seTeral city hospitals, and with a varietybof other potential
employing agencies. We looked at their\job descriptions and
tried to design our modules'in such a way. that people could

leave at different accredited levels. They have the options to
.go out and work full time, go thrOugh theslducational process .

full time,or utilize a combination of work and ,education.

At the end of the first modUle,the pers n meets the
requirements for a nurse's aide in any of thepUblic or
voluntary hospitals' in the'city--.At the endof the ccond
module, they can.bec'ome licensed 'practical nurses. lAt the'end

of the third Module, they can sit for the'registe'red nurse's

examinations. At the end of the fourth module, in addition td
being registei=ed nurses, they will-have received baccalaureate

degrees.

/ This seems to be.a good way to approach education, because
if allows people to move in and out at several levels, to obtain
jlobs relat\ed'to their skills; and,it does not Make their ability-
to function and, work contingent Upon .academic degree's. On this

1. 1st point, I would make a Flea as one who has worked both as a'

physician and as, an educational administrator., not to make the
opportunity to work too closely associated with academic cre-'

dentials.

X 1'

MR. COHEN: - At t is point, let us Move to the more concrete

issues'of institution I development. OUr immediate problem, as
I sense it, is that t e colleges, like other institutions, are
sloir to respond to ch ge and innovation. Sometimes they are

downright rigid.'
I

It important to look for individuals withi' A-

a college who'might te susceptible to change, but thcyd'q indivi-

duals are functioning within a system.yhich says, for example;
that faculty committees have the powerlto.decide whether to do '

one thing or another thing, that scheduling a three-hour course
has to be done one houraeday three days a week instead of
three hours. on one day; etc..

\

How do
,

we deal with these
\
prob,lems? How do we get acceptance

of new courses which, are viewed with suspicion because they are
different from what traditionally.has,been acceptable? This is

the kind of help we are.looking for.'
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MS. PIDLEA: In many ways, we have the cart ,before the
horse. This approach explains why we are where we are. We
can't talk about why tbe colleges don't get themselves together
in order to (11,what we want them to'do unless w;e first tak
about what it is we ought to do collectively_ and how we go
about determining that. I have'had many queAtions for many
years about formal education; questions about how people relate
to knowledge and new experience, arid why it has taken us SQ, .

long-to adapt the processes of education and learning to this
phenomenon.

Nevertheless, in defense of the institutions of higher
learning, all of the criticisms leveled at them can also be
said about the professional organizatibnb. We should not take
pokes at the toll ges unless we also take a critical look at-,
the hierarchical structure, rigidity?, and inflexibility of
professional'or anizations.

.How can' we expect Hunter College or Rockland Community
College to be flexible _when, for example, the American Occupa-
tional Therapy Association says, "You've got to take this course
on Voltaire or you cannot become a professional occupational
therapist?" We have tb look at both sides of the coin.

We must also look at what are we up to in terms of our
perspective about what an individual needs to know and how we
measure it in of-de4 that a person can be identified as competent
to practice at a particular level. If we don't addreSs ourselves
to these issues, we are going to spin our wheels again.

*,

DR. .BURNSIDE: I definitely agree with yo It seems.to me
that changing institutions is a more difficu t task than figuring
out how to reschedule a three or four credit course. I am sure.
that some academic institutions, have looked.4 new ways of re-.
scheduling courses, but, again, you are stuck in a system. This
is the reason We sometimes turn toward the de elopment of non-
traditional methods of study outside the systm in order to get
around the perticular.barriers we cannot breakithrough.

This is why'I mentiond,the external degree. It is a w'ay
to go in order to get around rigid existing system.

DR. ESKOW: I am Seymour Eskoll, President of Rockland
'ommunity Coll ge.

It would help me to understand these general propositions
11 either the panel or the project staff would illustrate the //
Kind, of response that the profession and the employing agencies
expect from the educational institutions. In other words, there
is clearly senile concern. Words like flexibility and institutional"
rigidity have been used, suggesting that there is a lack of re-..
sponse on our part to certain reqae,3ts or demands that have ber,n

2k.
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made, either expliditly or implicitly, but,no one has ilius-

trated,wthoSe'requiestq Is it that we have been asked to, change
from three credits to four credits, or to teach in the agency

rather than on our campuses.? What is it that-you want from us

that you are not getting! .

/

MR. COHEN: / That is a fair question. Does anybody want to

attempt an answer?

MS. BERNSTEIN: I am Roberta Bernstein, ,Health Career Con-

sultant-ay,Orange County Community . College. We are faced with
the same problems in setting up a .heaith careers curriculum.' ,

I agreeM ywith Ms. Fidler. The prob'lem'I find in Orange'Count
ZommOity College is not the faculty. -I'm sure .that 'most ,-

comm1inity colleges are very.l'fell 8.N-we of the liberal arts versus'
/paraprofessional training dichotomy., With the new concepts in

society today that go far beyond the'reaches of college educators,
/.and,with people being more aware of human needs, I doubt if a ,

/

-"large percentage of faculty members are against flelibility. I

don't think this is an issue .anymore.

/
Our problem, and we are 'really quite uptight about it, i'

getting the cooperation from the professionals, from the pro-

.
,/kessiOnal or ahizations, and from legislative bodies indifferent

/states. Right here in 'Net; York State, for example, there, is a

/ good, deal of 'n-fighting among: the different health profesSions,

' and it is not confined to just,a particular profession. This

in-fighting-wi hih and among the professional groups is so

intense that few people can enter many df the professions. It

is even diffidult to get them to cooperate on getting legis-`
latidn passed in Albany which wpuld protect and enhance their

own-professions. Because of this, the national organizations
are having a difficult time, establishing guidelines for curricula
which would meet the Separate.needs of two-year and four-year

'graduates in a particular speciality.'
J

We can't get levels of competence defined bec'ause. we haven't '

decided yet whether or not we ,should have paraprofesSionals or
i

recognize them in the.first place. .

DR. BURNSIDE: In all of these areas there is a tremendous

blurring of roles.

MS. FIDLER:
questions.

I think the project staff should answer these

MS. SANDS:, 'I am Mary Sands, Project Cooydinator at Rockland

Comiunity College. I feel I should defendRockland Community

22
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College. I don't 'think we hake met with any inflexibility-
The college has been extremely flexible. I am not sure I'can,
identify the kinds of things that the question lends itgellf to.
-I agree with Ms. Fidler that we, as a staff, have not asked
the college for certain kinds of things, and wedon't know
what its response will be because'we haven't gotten thatifar.

MR. FILERMAN: One of the things, Dr. E-skow', that we are
becoMing aware of is that the State of New York has certaih c

requirements for a baccalaurgate degree, such as -60 credits
of liberal arts Now, this may be a different issue, but that
seems like an extraordinarily large number of credits' to have
to takes, especially in three- credit bites which requir&\two
nights. a week.

Shouldn't we try to trith of some of these liberal arts
reqUirements for people who are already at workand wtio have
had considerable ,experience relevant to their education?

F- .

,I

. We haven't addressed all of the issues raised heire because

i
we haven't had the time; however, by August, we should have a
much better picture of 'what it is we want from the colleges in
the way of specific modifications. We have foUnd prrnblems of
scheduling. We have found problems with faculty who' teach in
ways not conducive to furthering our project. We ha.ve found
problems of faculty and administrative prejudice against our,
students. //

11

) d

DR-BURNSIDE: There is a perfectly respectableq, Uegree--
t

which may not be acceptable to the City University of New York- -
called the Baccalaureate of Professional Studies,/ which only
vquires 30 liberal arts credits. Why not aim fOr that,degree,
if it would be acceptable for becoming a ciertififed .odCupational
therapy assistant? /

-

. /
t

MR. tEsa: I am Sy Lesh, Director of the/Paraprofessional
Upgrading Project of the National Committee 9/Employment of
Youth which sponsors this occupational'therapy program and
several others under a Department of Labor Griint. I would like
to respond to Dr. Eskow's statement, not solely in relation to
he occupational therapy program, .but to a viariety of programs,

which we have been involved. /

,tWe have encountered problems with the internal admiiiis-

tratron and operations of many academic institutions. For
example, how do you get approval of a course or a curriculum
when t1he collegeq Curriculum Comtittee meets once or twice a
year? If you don't come in well enough in advance, you have to
wait.for the next' meeti-ng, which delays programs six months or
longer, In another case, you4haVe approVal for your program

23
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to

*tr

from/the college president, he provost, the vice-provost,
the heads of departments, V t one instructor in the psychology

department or the English apartment will say, "I don't want to

do that. You are impingipg on my academic freedom," and right

away you Are out.

1
.

The problem seems tits.be that the power base within academic
O institutions' is ep diffuse that decisions made cannot

plemented. Other, non-academic, institutions' ofteg have similar

problems, but 'at least' there is a lieraichy'where you .can

get a decision made, and know that it will be fed dawn the line.'

Ih an academia,,institution, it goes down a little way, some-

'times, and often doesn't reach the bottom.

DR. ROSEN: I am Sumner' Rosen fr'om the Institute of public

Administration. I would like to hear responses from the edhca-

tional institutions present on an unstated question which we

may, in 'facto, be talking About%

Are programs of this kind perceived as noblesse oblige to

be provided for the less-fortunate by institutions whiCh other-

wise are reasonably ,satisfied with the mainstream of their

activities? Or are they seen as opening doors to a ne kind

of education for everyone in which institutions will be more

heavily ep..a4ged in the future? In the latter sense, the 'steps

one takes would not be reluctantly taken from a past which is

accepts:4e and comfortable, but necessary steps into a future

which we must begin, to a dress in large institutional-terms.

If educational ins tations do not come to grips or have

not come tr grips with hisquestion, 'then the problems of im-

plementation will always remain troul4esame, and the kinds of

b problems that Mr. Lesh was just referring to will continue to

recur.. Partly they derive from the diffusion of'authority in

academe; partly they derive from comfort with approaches to
curriculum, student recruitment, et cetdra, to which these

-instictutionshave long been accustomed and with which they are

statisfied1.-

So the question of whether we are moving into a new,kind

of education seems to be critical. There'is a difference
between the general approach of the four-year colleges, except
for institutions like-HtInter, and the two-year collegs such
as Rockland and Orange Community Colleges which see themselyes
developing new forms of education for new kinds of people.'

- .

DR. MASHIKIAN: During the last few years there has been .a

'
significant rapprochement between human service delivery ogani

zations And community.ccLieges.
,

There s an addition 1 suggestion that might be worth
consideration by the colleges and Which might, also help the-

'students. Employer institutions should develop and-accept more

-24
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, , -, ._ .
field placements from colleges% The students placed in my
hospital are supervised by our staff. They get'six college
credits for the, supervised work they do. At the same time,
the supervisor of that student day get no credit because he
is not enrolled in a college program. 'We s'hould.lwork-out ,

arrangemene for' provi,ding credit or stipends to staff members
who supervise college students. These, are little irritants
that may bacoMe distorted and exaggerated. , Ca

, e. ,

I am Anita Vogel, Director of Human Services
at -LaGuardia Coimunity College which ispart of the City Uni-
versity °If New York. We are involved in programs that are
parallel to this one.

MR. COHEN: Ms. Vogel is the original mother of the
development of this model.

MS. VOGEL: We have two similar. models; One in the area
of mentel hedlth and the other in child development. Many of
the questions raised here are the same questions that ie are
struggling to 'digest and resolve.

Sbme people have said that scheduling is a small and in-
significant problem, that it's not germane. I disagree. It

is a very big problem and in someNO.ys a very significant
problem in that, with all sincerity, our faculty is having
indigestion about our switch to wo-day a week course scheduling.
They see themselves trying to deliver quality education to a ;

population thAt hasn' been in school for quite some time or
to new, not very well prepared, students who have come from high
schools.

The argument goes like this) We.will schedule a course
one afternoon a we will schedule a course, two days a
week, but we :real y believe that, students will leaih better it
they takebasic E glish four or five days. a week. The rein-

, forcement will b better. And we say, "Yes, but these students
can't get hereof ur.or,five days a week, and isn't it better to
have -t-h-e-ro:-Ifer-6-#461.e.ys a week than not at all?"

Another,i4oblemia that in these 'msdels we have a small
.population of students and when we ask faculty administration
to program .fpr fifteen students at a time, it becomes extremely,
inconvenient for other Academic 'divisions to have faculty and
budgets available. But, they have-done it! Unless we are able
to plan six months in advance, we' are asking thf Social Science
Departmery r the Natural Science Department to hire a capable
instruct r in three weeks or less., We all know enough about
recruitm nt to know

,
that this kind of dekand ha6 to create tension.

.

O



So here we are, wrestling with a brand new program wh .ich
started in September, trying to revolutionize t,ne scheduling

,,of the entire college for our 200 students (out of a student
"body of 4,000) and setting support, getting cooperation, brut
Miming a heck ara tipe'explaining why it is that employers' .

needs are more important than the-ppollege's needs in educating
people. .

It takes a_lot of talking. It takes a. lot Rf interpre-;
tation. I wial tell:you something else. We don' always get
the help we need from the employers in intgrpreting to the
college why this approach is ,necessary. Often, all we get-

.

from-the employer is a request to:mhage somg of the new elements
we struggled to put together for him.

.

Dr. McGarvey described the C ity University of New York B.A.
program. It is an excellent program but it, too, isnot free
of problems. For example;'a CUNY community-college may work*
out alp agreement with a CUNY senior 'College to accept for.

.transfer all credits taken at the community college: This is
great, but it doesn't happen quite that simply, The student
goes to to senior college of the CUNY sistem witth this 66 credits
from the community college and, yes; they will .be accepted;
however, if he wants to take X course, he suddenly finds he
doesn't !ave the prerequisites. The whole City\University of
New York B.A. program is hung up on ;the zame-prol4em. Sure,
you can go :to any one of 20 institutions andt'ake whatever
courses you like, provided you take the prerequialtes.that that
particular institution thinks you should have.

'And ,so, what we have are 20 autonomousinstitution with
a nice label that says the City Unive*rsity of New Yorli., and
some nice guidelines spun out by the Boaid of Higher Education,
but these 20. institutions do as tiley darn please, and we, in
the c'ommunity colleges, are caught. We.want to cooperate, but
the, senior .college insists on.d(Ning things Tts way. I don't
know if that ianswers or opens more questions. '

MS. WEISSMAN: I ap Ray Weissman, Program Evaluator af the
Project. This has been an extremely interesting discussion;
IL brings many difnerent levirds which have to be cowsidered.,
Perhaps what we need is the kind or technical institute they
have in Europe which separates technical .-lucation frop university
education. It is mrunderstanling that Lenior collegds do not
want to become teehni-eal i...,rituti,ns, that ,hey wish tlo retain
the liberal arts traditicn. 1 agree that there shodld be academic
institutions that educate p.eopl)e in liberal arts, humanitie;d, and
in the sciences, and that move peop.ke on to graduate education.
On the other hand, what we al. seem are .technical in-
zlitutions that will educate aril train people for careers and
that thili zhould.nit be confuei 'ducation.
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bachelor's. degree in, occupatiOnal.therapy was required. in order
,

to practice. This has now changed: a qUalified individual may
.

J
bit,for the registry.examination without having &bachelor's
.degree; ,and later ban_p badk to school and get it in any area
including liberal arts. The degree does mot _have to be con- -. \

.

fleeted with a professional education. .

, ,

Now the different agencies-,the solleges, the professional
association, the employing. institutions, the union, etc.--have
to come to an agreement.onwhat level of education they are
willing to accept, what kind of a name they will give that,-- 4

education., and whether to separate At from a"university education.
,

\
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I thought, that Dr. McGarvey was saying that the Hunter
College Institute of Health Sciences is coming to something
4.ike this technical-institute when he gave us an outline of
the four modules of nursing education,in,w,hich one can become
a registered nurse,, enter the ,profession, practice, aid earn
a salary without having a bachelor's degree. I don't know-if
Hunter can do the same kidd of modular education with our
occupatiohal therapy program.

I am also aware that there has been, up;to now, a, demand
for academic. degrees by employers and the profession. A

DR. BURNSIDE: There are different kinds of degrees mat
presently exist which xequire varying amounts.of.liberal arts
credits. We have the associate occupational science, degree
which has no liberal arts; the associate in applied sci.ences
which requires 20 credits in libel-al arts; the associate in
science; the associate in arts; four different ones. We also
have the bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, the bachelor'
of ,professional studies, and the bachelor of technology. These
bachelor's de'grees 'also require varying amounts of liberal arts

- credits. So the system exists. .

. MS. WEISSMAN: lc Btlt then you hive the employqr demanding a
bachelor. of arts degree, not knowing abbut anY of the others.

DR. BURNSIDE: Well, I think it's up to the employers to
indicate which degree is acc.eptable for .their workers,,

MR. COHEN: It's time now to move on to the second question.
I started this discussion by saying we knew the)duestions and .

our problem was to find the answers. I would like to modify
that statement after this,past digcussion and say that I am not
sure we are agreed on wha't the .questions ought to be;'that we
really have two poilpts of view here. One is that the problems
are fundamental, phIlosophical,% and have to do with goals, etc.
The other is that this is an institutional responsibility, and
we need to be concerned with tactics and'54rat'egies. My own,

f

47 -
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fe ling is -that probably both views are relevant, and that it's

not :n either/or situation.

Now, the second question is, How do-you fnte rate in a
wor stud5Omodel,classroom education, supery ed field work
and mployment? This question does mot refer to aeiyparticular
agen y or any particular college, it is a general question.

I am-del-ighted-to-be7-pa-rt,ot What I feel to's
be one lof the first true career ladder programs in the health

. sciences. T ere have been dther programs blit most led to dead
ends. I am h ul this program will result in a true career
ladder that will enable participants to reach professional
degrees.

I a m a little disturbed by the last discussion which re-
ferred to the possibility of beconzing registered occupational
therapists without a baccalaurefate degree. Will such people

cons/ideed second level occupational therapists?, .The
'hunsing profvession has had all kindi of probleml with-tthe

vadrio4s levels of registered nurses. I would hope that the
occupational therapy group can learn 'from this and be aware of

the potential problems: - 0,

N Each of the people in this room is obviously afar- thinking,
unprejudiced, igifted person in hi.s line; however, each one of
us-comes froM an extremely-rigid.institution. Everyone here
has developed a level of expertise which allows them to cope
with the rigidity, but they have als'o developed biases in the
process of learhing to conethat is, we think we know how to
cope with our own rigidities. It's .Wcte other people's rigidities
and .problems that we would like to see changed. There is a
deligeT.in,that.

a

1n-case this sounds at =a11 discouraging, I would Like to
quote from Benjamin Franklin,.: whci'lmade this staAement-in
SeptemW, 1787. He said:

NL

'When yo u assem,le a" num ber of men to have
the advantage o1 their joiht wisdom, you
inevitably assembeie with these men all
their prejudices, their passions, their

° err6G of opinion; their local intere
. and the-ir selfish views. From such air
assembly can'a perfect production be ex-.

yected?( Thu's, I,conse.nt, sir, to this
Constitution because I expect no bette
and because I am dot sure that it is
the best.''

f

He then'went on to propose that the Constitution be signed.

That should g_i-4,Le us hope.

v

No.



Of 811 the institutions that are represented herd, the
one that seems to be the least rigid is the American Occupa-

' tional Therapy Association. This 'attitude brings with it
the advantages of being less rigid and able to adapt to new
situations quickly, but we have to remember its is a relatively
new profession and that, in itself, causes 'problems.

There_is a_.difficulty_in even defining the field of

occupational therapyt and the.students that come out of the
existing training programs define occupational therapy as
doing a little bit of everything, or as a very narrow field.

It is a difficult field to dfie. It has many,, many overlaps
pith other professions. If the field of occupational therapy
is difficult to define, then how much more difficult is it to-

define the roles of the certified ccupational therapy assistant

. -and the aides?

. As Gail Fidler said earlier, in-defining educational
e isanal they py, the first step has to be the

ob-

jective'sjectivs in occupat
definition of the field. 1, is I feel is a problem for the
occupational therapy profession itself, an not for the edu-
cators, administrators, and physicians.

Whatiwe non - occupational therapis s should do is criticize
.4what the effect will be on patients. and how this profession
defines itself in relation to the larger professional group.
What do we have when we produce occupational therapists today?
We, provide four years of academic training. We send the student
occupational therapist to an affiliated clinical institution
for the practical training. -Therefore, the burden of practical
education lies with thgclinical institutions. However, we

cannot get much help frpm the occupational therapists i the-
schools if they are tso separated from>the clinical field. We

have a rapidly changing medical field, and thd affiliated hos-
pitals must accept the responsibility for teaching with very
little help from the academic institutions. In fact, more
problems may be created if the academic institution tries to

come in.
y

Now, then, we are setting up.a program for certified occupa-

& tional therapy assistants who will be going on to associate

degrees, and we start 1,rith a hospital setting. What a e we

going to prO.duce? Our students will have two years ex erience

and training as certified occupational therapy assistants while

the new studentS coniIlig-in for their first affiliation are going
to be behind. This is Bring. to be a challenge, and it's going

W to make for rapid change. H pefully, the professional occupa-
tional therapists and educators'will be able to meet this cha!leng.e

before one more year goes by.
^

Another prOblem -area is the rapidly rising cost of medical

care. Y.et', if you look around a rehabilitation hospital such

as ours, you find greAt overlap of services. 'occupational-

therapy is right smack in the m'ddle of this, because it ove.:r-

laps many other fields, and the students 'Ire uoually unawar

29
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ofwhat the.other Overlapping profesSions have to c ribute.
This could lead to duplication of functions and excess casts
to Medicare.

The easiest way to solve this problem is to have the
students indifferent disciplinet trained together. But the
State of New. York is'establishing physical therapy assistant
programs here, occupational therapy assistant programsthere,
and a'speech therapy assistant programs or nursing assistant
.programs elsewhere, and separating them, not my within
academic settings, but separating them geogra hically.k We
are going to compp'und this problem instead o solving it.
I would much rather see allrelated assistant-level health
programsestablished in one community college, and the un-
related prognams in another community college..

The last point I want to make is the problei of hiring
back to the. institution. The State-of New York has A Civil. .

ServiceSystem which has done great things in protecting against
patronage. But we also have the rigid Civil Service rule that
says you cannot hire an advanced person, a senior occupational
therapist, from outside the Statelof New York. They must come

r.

into the system at a low leVel and workup. This tends toward -

provrmcialism. With this program of educating the occupational
therapists and occupational therapy assistant with the plirpose

of hiring them back into :the 'Vt.me programs,Ithere isrgoing'ideas
be no room for new blood, and't-ldrere are some new and good
outside the State of New York which we need to incorporate here.

4

MS. FIDLEF Dr. Garret has r seh many questions for me:
ere are two areas that t want t speak about briefly. ,The

st is that the process of learn ng I talked of` earlier re- b
lates to the question of how you integrate clas room education,
supprviSed field work,and,on-the-job training in a ork study
mo"1. N.-

, Each,of us knows that the attitudes, perspdctiyes, arA,
philosop which we have evolved over a lifetimewhich do not dis-
appear wh n.we enter a new situation. I thinkwe.have to take
a 'very serious look at tIe process of learning. We ha lie come

to believe that what is valued in terms of learning is what is
accumulated or achieved within a formal classroom setting, and

this begins in th'e first grade and continues throughout our
lives. For cultural, social, and ,economic reasons, we have
come to rank formal education over life experience, in spite of .'.

the fact' that we know that t}e protess by which the Lt.uman prganism .-

T learns is mostly'through experience. Learning begins at the
sensory level, moves to the motor level, anus ultiffifiteW reaches

Q the cognitive and abstract levels.

We do it acitwards, and have one it backwards for all of
ur formaZeducatonal lives. We begin with theoretital concept,
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1.rithsthe abstract, with the _hilosophies, and then we isay to
the student, "Now go out and try it," rather than beginning
with the doing and experience and then saying, "Now that your
fee:tare wet,, now that you have had- this experience, let's
extrapolate from that experience and see to what extent we can
develop theoretical constructs regarding the varietyjdf ex-
periences that have been a part of your learning and ;a part of
your working.'

Until we can begin tp feel,comfortable with this per-
pective,the integraticinc experience an formal education

is going to be difficult., llElCh of us here knows perisonally
how easy it-is to get caught up in the, worship of .formal lecturing,
formal telling which takes the approach that, you can only know
if I tell you, you can only know if you read i,t in a book, ,and
then Apeat it back to me.

We have very little respect today for the development of
wisdom and skill via the experience router: We canlave.the
best of intentions in terms of commitment to e'xperiAntial
learn-rig, but it's another thin4g to have hold of it sufficiently
so we an develop and -rovide structure and guide]4ines for maxi-
mizin it.

1

sdmelivits if it is not organized in such a"way that one. i
Experience, in and of itself, may be valuables but'it has

helped to translate itLinto'-conStruct hi scan! e squared(
with other persons. Until sue' times as that eel is reached, -
what is learned is to other p ns except
.as I function as a role model) You can imitate gnat is being
done, but that is a limited perspective with xegiard to profession-

.al leai-ning.

I

have to pay serious atjntion to the identi ication of
thZ cTitital task(that are inv&lved in being an occupational
therapist and'in being a certified occupationalitherapy assist-
ant, and frdm these critical tasks ,identify the,required know-
ledge and performance skills- -both obServable plerformanCe skills,
-and performance skills that emerge -from a set. of attitudes and

i

onperspectives about human beings and- their functiing.
/

.

P,' s" /
' / .

As we move in this direction, -we can provide a learning ,'

model in which the skills and the knowledge that are necessary'
to gerform.at a specifice,level of competency Will be identif /ed.
We can then provide the kind of instruction and the kind of/help

'that is necessary to Omployers, and academic institutions.

1

The
.

American Occupational Therapy Association has cf6mmitted

li

itself 0 an experimental model for learning: the comp/ tency of
an occupatic::al therapist may imdeed.be unte ated to t e accumu-
,lattion o-f anad-em-i-c-=adits and academic degr4es. Credentials
are earned on the balis of demonstrated competency to'perform
those tasks which are cionAidered critic toy client needs and

I
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patient care systems. It is no longer a requirement that an
individual,have a,baccalaureate degTee or an associate degree
or.a masters degree to be credentialed by the profession. It t

is criti °cal and necessary that an individual can demonstrate
competencies that have been identified by the profession, as/

critical to a given level of functioning.

- Me-are a.1.ar e,o f-the
stand; Re have struggled with the problem, and we will continue

to struggle with it. It is not easy to make such a deCision
which flies in the face of the historical development of pro-
fessionalism which, by and large, has been deterldned by the
number of academic degrees that can be ac9rued, and the length
of time thp.t it takes one to accrue slich degrees. We are aware

oT the image that may emerge.with regard to the profession of
occupational therapy now that formal degrees are not critical

to determine levels of competency.

We have s ent about two years identifying the critical'

tasks of the o cupational therapist and the ciccupational"therapy
assistant, so that learning experiences can now be structured

.around these critical' tasks. In addition to the critical taskd,
westave identified the performance skills and the knowledge-that

are essential for a.person to perform these tasks at an entry
level of competency.

t'vf

Many of you know that, in conjunction with the Federal
Government, we have also.been working with a testing corporation

to develop a proficiency examination, which, hopefully, will .

measure the level of competency'ot observable and attitudinal
ReFformance skills that are critical for practice in the pro-

fession.

Anpothsr Jr; ernting project, with which. we are marginally

involved, is wit the University-of Illinois which has received

a five year grant om the Kellogg Foundation .to.develop equiva

lency proficiency examinations in occupational therapy for which/

academic credit can be given. They expect to have at the end of
five years a series "of examinations Rand tests of all types which'. -,

can be used to measure sompeten .and life experiencesland grant

credits. I find all of these ojec very exciting. It's early

and we need to wait and see to,w extent they do fulfill some
of our rather vague and idealistic hopes.

1)1

DR. BURNSIA: I think the Amer,ican Occupational Therapy
AssociatfOn should be commended for assuming this role. It puts

an interesting light,,on the role of the educational institution,

perhaps in what it would be able to 4o. It Ineans.that a 'person

interested in becoming a certified occupational therapy cssistant
could do so through a tutoring, relationship, attend one of the
University Without Wall's programs or enroll in the Empire State
College program instead of havingattend a registered or

approved program. a
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MS. FIDLER: There are all kinds of problems involved in
thtis approach. Fpr qxample, we see that the regulations that
are promulgated by states and the Federal Government state
that an occupational",therapis is an individual who graduated
from an approved educational p ogram given in an approved .educa-

, tional institution in a program of occupational therapy. This
tends to exclude those persons ho could enter the professiOn
vca, another route.

We have begun in the last, year and half to permit certi-
fied occupational therapy assistants who can validate the fact
that they have accrued a va'riety of.work experiences to 'sit'

for the profIssional registration examination. But with many
of the state statutes and Federal regulations, these persons
are not acknowledged as professionals.

DR. BURNSIDE: . I take it that there is no performance exam
in order to go from the assistapt to the professional level,
therely.a oertain number of year of work experience-=is it two
years that they must work?

MS. FIDLR: A minimum of two years.

0

DR. BURNSIDE: Then they could have done the same task a
hundred times rather than doing a hlindred different tasks.

MS. FIDLER: No, because we have a field work performance
evaluation instrument which has been validated, and every
applicant for registrettion must receive a passing grade on that
performance scale.

DR. BURNSIDE: The performance evaluation scale is done by
the employing agency?

1

MS. FIDLER: By a variety of supervisors. It is ?Myer one
person, because the requirement is for a wide range of ex-
periefitial learning. If I work for three or four months in a
physical rehabilitaAgA hospital, I will be evaluated. and scored
there, then I must have a different kind of experience in another
area, perhaps working idle. 'school system orl a-mental health
clinic, and'be rated again. I must demonstrate that I have had
the variety, the breadth ,lof e)sperience that is necessary, and
that my performance.rating'is such that it reaches the cutoff
score of acceptance.

DR. McGARVL(: I think that.is,a very sensible way to go,
because .it covers all of the problems we have been discussing
this morning.

u3
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DR.HOFFMAN: My nameis Hy Hoffman. I am the Director off'

the N,ew Carees Progra of Empire State College, located in.
the-lower Hudson area. After listening to what Gail Fi4ler
was saying, the questi she was raising about edAcationa pro-,
gramq; and the other q estions raiseU this morning, About the
cvaplexities and problems of institutions of higher lepcation, .

41,might leave here and invent Empire State College if it d'id

ilyNnot already exist. Not that wehave a1,1 the answers, certainly,

but we have moved in the, direction of providing associate degree
and baccalaureate degree programs based on recognizing that'
learning occurs in many places, and if it can be documented, 'we

can.rovide credit.

e

We are also attempting to interrelate work siteand class-
room learning so that studentswhatevel4 heir professional
area, can steep themselves in'the liberal arts.or technical
skills, whatever they need to attain a baccalaureate degree.

\ \ 0

e*

The State ,of New York is making,an effort to-provide the

necessary flexible .programs that Permit students to wrk.th
their job-, to be a part o a baccalaureate degree program, to

accelerat programs, a a:reduced'cost in money and time,
ired e Ucational objectives. . ,

We have an inde endent study program where a nucleus` of

mentorsn7faciaty memo who work as curriculum and guidance

counselorsl-instructor , adjunct faculty, tutOrs,4 and linkages
to other -ecedemIc-imsVitutions, private industry, and social
agencies, help determine the needs And interests of 'individual

students. We help e student document the -learning and com-
petencies,he.has achieved through his life and work experiences,

and then work out a self-paced program o'f 'study. that is accept-

able to both the college and 'the student, At the present'time,'
however, Empire State College cannot provide programs for all
of the occupations we are talking about this morning. We d6

provide a baccalaureate degree in the liberal arts.' We can

br6vide a baccalaureate degree in allied health, whibh could

have specializatiOn in occupational therapy or whatever else

you would liketo have. But we do not provide certification.
We are not mandated t6 do that at the present time.

4

a d' to meet the .re

MS. FIDLER: Are you involved in the area or equivalency
examinations An terms of allied health?

DR. HOFFMAN: Equivalencydexaminations can be-a part of ottr

programs. For example, we use the College Level Examinations

for Proficiency and whatever experiences the student may have;

put it all together in .a pe6gram-of study, and then determine
.the credit that can be awarded.

DR. GAR:IET: It seem; t. Me that we have spent a go,,d deal
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of time talking about the academic side. This progtam is 4

attempting to,make use of a practical experience and, through ,

he grant, people have been hired.. When the grant runs out,
,----- whaA is to become of this program, Ilcau,se this is not a part

of the pr grams of existing academic institutions? We hay
spent a gr at deal of time talking %bout academic subjects; this
morning and 'very little on making use Of' the'practical experience

. of 'a job, how' to translate that unto credit, and how to cry
this thing on in-the future-,I think this is the.crux qf this .

1
.,/,

-
. .

Iprograp

, .

DR. BUCKNER: My name is Don Buckner. I'm with the- 1.3ureau-
of Health,MaY5ower at the National) Institute of Health:. 1

4 3 . b .

In Washington, I help review the grants that come in, and
this is one program that we' expect great things'of. We consider
it a national mod 1, partiar..111arly for studemts ho h been out
in the world for a bile and are interested in enteri 'the pro-.

,

:...

tessions. . . -

We are hoping that at the end of the grant period :lif the
.programr-s-vort-h i't-s,,salt,..;institutions in the community will .

have an obligation to pick it up and keep it going. If the
grant is not refunded-after three, four. or five years, it
doesn't mean it's not worthwhile. It's just that we feel that,
the local community should move on with the venture-.

MS.. VOGEL: ' I want to say something. about Dr. Garret's
,last statement which triggered a qikestion in 'my- mind. As I
look at what seems to be happening, we may be educating and
training peopld at a two-year level with a great deal of com-
petency in the techniques of occupational therapy and 'saying
that the baccalaureate person is going to be an administrative,
supervisory specialist, in an interdisciplinary kind of way-

.. We.seem to be looking for a great deal of technical expertise'
developed during this two-year period, and then the preparation
for,the registered occupational therapist is really a preparation
in problem solving, in supervision -, in how one becomes an effective
team leader, and a whole range of things that are not directly
connected with the competencies associated with being an occupa -'

.tional therapist.

Becoming a good occupational therapist may be a function of
the field experience. The integrating factors between a liberal

.
arts education'and a specialty such as occupational therapy are
the skills and knowledge ,that cut across a whole-range of pro
fessions and which help a person work with other discii3lides.
I don't think this is strictly an occupatiOnal therapy function,
but rather a health science function and a probleM.solving function
that the field and the educational institutions should address.

d75:

11

i.
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DR. BURNSIDE: flew York ntw has aprogram in our Utica and
Rome institutions, basically upper division institutions, in
Health Care Management. The person who enters with an associate
degree in wparticular specialty such as' x-ray, occupational'
therapy, dental hygiene, and inhalation therapy, takes a program

- which focuses oh the manager;dal kinds' of funoions and knowledge
oif tie 'entire health, de,ivery system. This seems tele 'bile

- dAredtion in which we-are-*now going.

MSS FIDLER: That makes me very:nervous. One of the thingS
that.we Assume too frequent is that the person who come in

'th .some technic 1.atrai!nin needs to shave 'no further technical
rtise in the particular profession.

1

DR. B SIDE :\ It ii.built upAn the ,technical expertise at
the associate degree level, assuming that the person has become
a highly skialed. technician and goes on to assume another kind
of function.

0

MS. FInER: I think there are valid theOries, precepts,
and techniques of administering health care which they should
learn, but I am concerned about what the individual learns once
the technical expertise level has been achieved. The additional
learning should be heavily wei,ghted in terms of the 'theoretical
constructs on which the technical aspeqs of the profession are
built. 1I.think it's one of the differences as we conceptualize
the two levels.

DR. BURNSIDE: But the only problem is, will the employer pay
fc4, that He will be concerned about the individual's ability
to carry out those techniques in a way that is satisfactory for
the patient. .Will the economics of our present society pay for

a person who has greater knowledge of theoretidal .constructs?
Such a person ,tight do research, which then, hopefully, could
be fed back to the technician.

MS. FIDLER: I am assuming that decision making and judgment

are based on'theoretical constructs. If the employer wants
people around to make some wise decisions with regard to patient
or client care, then the theoretical constructs are necessary.

DR. MASHIKIAN: I am an employer, and I would be l=athe to send

anybody to a two-year college to develop. only technical skills.
We can train these people in our facilities in the technical
areas, and we don't need additional dimensions. It's wrong for

us to look only' at current needs,

- No techrkcian or competent paraprofessional-2I would rather

a



look upon them as cteveloping pro essionals--can cOnekibute
..

wii1out the additional envijohme t which is partially a'thebrek-

ticalbne, partiallya Critical thinking one, and which also
contains-eiements oi\broad r lib0,a1 arts and sciences in the

human services. TVery tech ician or mon-technlcian must be

, aware at Ala times of the T Tng social sen4, and he has to
If

i- ntegrate this awareness hislAechnical area.

, 7. , .
-

--- MS. GREENBERG:. My me is Nabmi Greenberg. I d.M.-h-.:,tad of Ahe
occupational ther y program, t LaGuargia Community ..:olleg

.

andI am also on the Committe &
of HeaLeh Sciences for the City

' Ohdversity of New Yb.rk B.A. /rbgram. The CUNY BA Program is e

d. new experience. It'can pro4de'a health, sciences baccalaureate
degree for people Like the Ortifteed occupational therapy
assistants who take the.reglidtration exam, become regAstered
b'c,,cupational therapiits J)utbdo not ave baccalaureate degrees

which may be required by ethl)loyers. They can 'get a general

dgree--stillbeing plannred--in Heal4.Sciences, which will
/hdpefully open additionar doors ,to them, perhaps in the area

.

of.management.,' /

1
/1

. r

At LaGuardia Community College we,chose the,assoCiate in

science degree, althougwe knew other options were open to us;

because.we felt it Held /status and opened ore doors than an,

associate in applied sc,aen&e degree. 4'

Regarding Dr, Garret's point about integrating occupational)

therapy, with,-other health career programs, wehave tried to
incorporate other health careers programs in the facilities and
tourses we have already scheduled and which we feel could be

adaptable to related, health occupations, but we have met with
.resistances from the other professions and from employers who
feel on-the-job training for the technical person is sufficient

'and college is not necessary.

BURNSIDE: I know very little about tile area 0i/occupational
therapy; however, there seems to be a dichotomy which, on the

ones hand, emphaSizes, the approach to remove or reduce th,e amount

of liberal arts' credit required for'baccalaureate degrees and,

)n the other hand, speCifies that in order to have a professionally,
educated person with theoretical concepts and sociological back-
grund-, you need to have a large number of liberal arts courses.

MR. IIIIRSTEIN: My name is George Burstein, and 1 am Director

Jr Training at Letchworth Village. I think we *are following

to 1 ti educational model, that is, young people go to school

noror'e enter'ng the wJrLd work. Many of the. academicians

wh. have spok n here seem be thirting along these lines.

The de.::ign for this occupational therapy program focused

n employed people; usually a little older, who have already.
..!.i.cquired certain habits of thinking and an ability to discrim-

inate about their needs for liberal arts. The liberal. arts
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'
oncept is a concept that came out of the. four-year .colIeges;

and was designed to help people in-our socSetY identifx with
and prePare {or the outside world.

' 4W .

,

4
1.Hol'can e°can this kind on a model, apply the dichotomy

of liberal arts' an& technical education:4 Gail Fidler put.it
very well. People learn by doing. They then try to find out

- what it is that theyhave.learned and what this means to them,
and-to the patients and clients with whom they are dealing.
They don't do this in'a separ.ate rehearsal behavior followed

'Pup by an activity.- They do this simultaneously. T look

at their life, and learn and unlearn whAt they need fr m it.
'John Dewey told it to us, and we have be,en learnineit ever
since. ,t

, I

When we built this model originally, we dicided that there

were certain belieA that.an occupational therapist has. We

tested it througyi.job analysis. We found that certified occupa-
tional therapy assistants and registered occupational therapists
all believed in the activities' they were engaged A.n arid found.

them to be useful. We did a scale of thib, We then turned
around and said,'"Let'slbuild a curriculum l+ch N4,1;11, draw on

.this:inforMation but still leave oPtions:for people to work in

different settings, in interdisctPlinary teams,, and to develop
themselves in the future." So we arereally not dealing with
the old academic model where you go to school 'for two years and

-then go to work..

DR. GARRET: An important question -hasp een ignored today;
We have four people, registered occupational therapists', who

are actingas preceptors and adjunct faculty in oar program.
They are helping students translate experiences. into education.

They are responsible for making thid program Work, but are
these. people going to b.e an e2ttension of the educationalinstitu-
tions or the worksituation? We, haven't come face 'to fad.e with

'these four people. f

MR. COHEN: And I%cm not sure we are rea
question yet,, Dr. Garret:

o face that

. MS. LESH: I am Betty Lesh, ant I- am-a social worker in

a children's rehabilitation unit in Metropolitan Hospital. I

am concerned with the intricacies of working with the patient,
determining his needs, and assessing the amount of input that
is required to meet those needs, the kind ofinput where each
discipline is dependent upon every other discipline. What'I

have become convinced of is that there are no problems, even'

among hard-to-reach, hard-core families, that we can't solve
in terms of the knowledge available if we are willing to work

together.
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o Some-of our problems in utiliziap this approachrrelate to
knowing 'how to use each other as'team members, and gaining'aceess

444

the needed expertise and consultation. One of the comments
tha troubled me was that yoq would build in a s'upervisory level
after two years ofechnicai training', which means a short
vertical career line. I wonder if two gears of technical ex-
perience and two years of administrative-supervisory education
is sufficient to deal, with -some of the very complex problems
that we -face'with thd patient. Will such a persoli'have the
level of skill to sutervise others in the delivery of patient
'care?

MR. COHEN: Let me take a few minutes to try to Sum up what
has been said here.

We have covered a good deal of ground this morning, probably
more than we should have attempted. But itiseems that once you .

open up one layer, other layers inject themielves into the*dis-
cussion.

We have had some rather illumilating reports on the Pield
of occupational therapy, where it is, where it is going,,what
its problems have been, and how it is reorgani frg itself ie.to

some promising new approaches.

We have had, I think, some healthy emph sis onwhat the

learning process is all about, and the impli ations for standing
the educational proce'ss on its head so that we can do it 'in e

more logical way. And we have been reminded about the deed to

look at some of the basic things, like goals and philosophy,

Curriculum, etc.

We have had some interesting-arguments about the place of

liberal arts in applied training, and we seem to have disagreed
whether there are or are not institutional resistances within
colleges and other institutions.

We have had raised what I:consider a very basic attitudinal.

question of h9w we preserve these programs. Is this an opening,
to some new kad of training program for a nw type student? Or

is it something else?

"Co

Clearly, we didn't an r all of the questions, but rsuspect
that under the cirCumstanc

sw
theseque'stions were a little pre-

mature. I would think that what we have talked about this morning
has given us a basis for the next symposium, one which we can
tackle -more effectively after we have had further experience with
this program. '

I want to thank the four panelists for their excellent con- 1

tributions to our discussion,' and those of you on e other side

of the table for your contributions.

[The :),mposium adjourned for luncheon.]
'7401
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MR. FREY: I am a psychologist, basically, and I lo9k

at all things lirom the standpoint of social systems. I afn mot

of the school df Ann Summers, who sayinthat the health system

is-a non-system. If you 'don't think there is a System out there,

just try to change it. .

In any event, the Regional Medical P grams-,snd the Com-

prehensive Health Planning Act are two itiatives.whic4i were

attempts to change the system,thopef ly for-the better. ,They

1 shave not been entirely successful nor have they been failures',

They are. currently under review n Congress.' There .are about

nine separate bills tor'chan4,i t6 these two 'Oarticular systems
because they are up for renewal on June 30pi.- They have been
extended once, and there are problems.

I won't go into the total legislative juestion on health
planning, except to say that we will see some changes. The new

legislation is likely to be far more specific in its mandates

to\both the "A" agepcies--the State level 4aleh_planning
agencies--and.t,he "B" agencies--the local ai-ea-wide planning

agencies. The legislatiomt will mare b%leA tighten up the
mandate to the point 'where it will concentrate almost exclusively

on the health se.rvices.system as. opposed to therather.global6
mandate of the original legislation, which allowed people to go

into environment and a4. kinds of related areas.

That is both good and bad. I am-not going to argue the '

merits of whether it is more important for humah health to; do

something about housing andenvironment.than a out access to

h pital care, but that is the way the legislate is certainly

going to go,

Our association is the vollint'ary ass ciation of all of the

J'health planning agencies, with a few exceptions. Actually, I gin)

an employe-.! of the Bureau of Health Resources Development, since

I am under contract to them. Our association is funded to do

something about improving the state of the art of health man-

power planning, possibly even improving it; my contract mandates

that we come up with a program for improving it.

jNational,ly, the state of the art of.,-.health manpower planning'

is dismal. We only knoW of '35 full-time health institutions- -

full -time manpower plants-=spread over 1100 planning agencies, and

yet this is a labor intensive industry, which gives you some in-

dicationof the problem.

Unfortunately, I am not an expert' in occupational-therapy,
but l'once taught a course to a group of oeupationartherapistc
or.i kite building and flying. I have some credentials in the arc-1

of.consortiums, apd I am glad to be here because the consortium

irichanism is one of the only health manpower planning mechanismn-

that I have any confidence in at all. Therefore, I am quit--;
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interested in seeing how this program works or doesn't work,
what are its debates and its problems. The approach;of de-
veloping link4ges amongruser institutions, educational insti- .
tutions and others, foif Joint planning and implementation for
manpower programs is one of the few hopeful things I see in
'terms'of improving the state o..\-the art.of health manpower
planning.

It's a good mechanism. For one thing, it's a human mech-
.

anism and it recognizes that there are human variables, as
' opposed to the "engineering school" of health manpower platching
with its precise imposition .of many rigid technologies per.
100,,000 people. We are talking about a human kind of system,
which must have variables built into it, and, this kind of
approach allows for variables.

I'd like to make some observations on the discussion before
I gel to the tAingskI do/ want to say. Do we really -need so many
degr4ees, registered occupational therapist, certified occupa-
tional therapy assistant, asspcpte in arts, bachelor of-arts?
This may be a kind of a copolkt coottributing to infectious
credntialing. Is this the best approach in terms of health
manpower planning, in terms of the best interest of the health
service industry and the eventual users? Is it the best way
of doing things in terms oT dollars and time, or should we be
looking to some other way?'

.0ne answer to this is just do away with the whole darn
process altogether and look for some other ?ray Of determining:
1) whether people_ are qualifiedto do a specific job; or
2) getting them qualified andnot worrying about whether they
have academic credentials attached at all. Vat is the problem
for Ilealth_manpower planners, because we are concerned about

-"-natives,.and I think you should be, too.

This is,'of course, an/awesome responsibility. Is it
Dr. Mas1ikian's responsibility- -the employer's responsibility- -
to make this determination? There are some experiments going
on in health systems in terms of institutional credentialing,
that is, letting the employer credential his workers as he does
in .other industties, but it's fraught with trouble, too.. The
.employers'qften shy away from this responsibility. They haire
been so brainwashed by the guilds. that they abdicate their/
managerial prerogative to determine what they need in terms of
people to'do specific jobs. It's about the only industry I know
of that does this, but there are some changes in sight.

Dr. McGarvly mentioned Ed Peflegrin'6'(Dr. Edmund Pellegrino)
in terms of where occupational therapy ought to be going, tomorrow.
To quote Dr. Pelligrino, "If you are going tobe looking at
education for the health fileld, you shouldn't be looking at it
from the standpoint of who is'doing what today, but who should
be doing it."'

7
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Should occupational therapists be doing occupational
_therapy? Ms' Vogel pointed out that maybe a supervisory
function linkAl to the rest of the system,would be more practical.
That is an example of a manpower planning consideration in this
area.

There was too little questioning of where occupational
therapy is4going. The problem cyl' education for the health field
'is to preidict what the health ea e system- will, be like 20 yeais
from nowiand where the people you are educating are going to work.
I was somewhat struck by the fact that there/was very little con
sideration of where this field is going. You seem to be. prisoners
of the here and now as to how thee people are now operating
within the framework of your cooperating institutions.

One of the chief values of the consortium, and its partner-
4 ship of both users and producers ohealth manpower, is its
,ability to anticipate what is .coming and make adjustments
thereby, or-i-fit--q-an-Lt-a-nt-i-e-i-patel---and it can't in all cases,
it has the flexibility in its 5pproach so that people can function
in a number-of changed situations. However, I am concerned about
the fact that there (11:1.1't ,seem to be consideration of how this

- program fits into the overall picture of health manpower, health
manrower planning, and the health service industry.

Another thing that struck me was the sense of leisure you
all seem to feel,,to think that you have time to engage in the
kind of Byzantine discussion that went on this morning. People,

V
the barbarians are at the gates! There was a lack of a sense
of urgency about this thing. There is a real question of how long f

the employers of health manpower and the users of health manpower
and the people who are pushing them--starting with the admin-
istration, ;the Congress of the United States, the State Legis-
latures, anti so on, all of whom have any number of pressures on
them concerning the availability and the accessibility of,various
kinds of health care--how long are they going to put up with
waiting for ,Hunter's faculty to delitTerate, for. the Ameri n .

Occipational Therapy Association "to debate, for the Civi Service
Commission to ,make changes, for this program to eventually
respond,' etc.?'

You people underStand why some of these delays are occurring
here, but if you multiply this by the whole bewildering array .

of health professions, which are not responding to the pushers,
you are in a situation where somebpdy may just decide to cut
the Gordian Knot for you.

One suggestion that did come up w he possibility of
alliances to get better results. A few p ple were concerned
about the similarities (-A.' problems througho he health professions.

But, if I learned one thing this morning it is that with all
the testimony and h11 debate that I see going on within the system--

ti
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the universities, the employers, the association, etc.-,we
aren't going to make it in time for. occupational therapy or

any other profession.

-there is a temptation t'15 cut through it all to establish

totally 'new standardsof delivery. The, fact is, it may be

!....here already and we do not need to worry about whether somebody

gets a degree or not. Does tinkeringwith the formal preparation

system to make it a little more respohAve to-the needs of people

get us anywhere? Or do we ave to start over, from scratch?

Dr. MeGarvey raised the issuelfeware talking about here:

can we respond before those entities which h&Ve the legal re-

6ponsibility to-determine services make the decisions and go

ahead %.iihout us?

Let's talk about some-of the factors which' may indicate

the time is fairly shoirt here. Dr. Garret mentioned the problem

of costs in the-health field, and if there is anything that is

militating here; it is the concern of"all the parties involved

in paying the bills for the enormous and growing costs: The

growth of the health service industry can be atigibuted to imr

proved technology, prosperity, the ability to pay even though

we are concerned about costs, and the changing characteristics

of the population, not just population growth. We are an aging

nation, and I think the field of occupational therapy is iii.obably.

more aware of this than other professions. One Of the problems

with old people is that they are going to be a'very large and.

growing segment of the population. They are like old machineryr-

it takes a lot of.tinkering tb keep them going.l

The health care industry' in many ways has turned 'into a

chronic care industry. Puhlicity men keep using that claim,

"acute care industry," ibut it really isn't. We have to think

in terglisof chronic care;lrof large ."segments of the population

getting care .and of the costs involved, and how wA use, manpower

to 'save money and still give good service.,

We have only, made the barest beginning in the innovative

use of manpower, theobstacles to progress are many. We heard

some this morning: As long as the health field is afflicted

with the disease I call SMOTS-="some more of the same" is the

' way to solve our problems -- health care costs are going to continue

to rise. A mere iiilltfplication of workers won't settle our pro-

blems. -We haVe totwork out a whole new equation in health man-

power. The kind of..program discussed here is a groping in that
directionBut will it be done in time?

Another 'aspect is the budgetilimitations in education.

And this may be a way-nit's promising--to' overcome.some of the

problems of educational costs, People are getting turned off,

by education; not only students, if you look at the enrollment

figures, but dtate legislatures which pay the largest share of
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the bills. Contrary to Federa governmerlt pro aganda, 75% of
the costs of education is bor e by the State, ni unless people
begin to show some promising results in Solvin the problems
and keeping costs down, w re going to have trouble. Again,
reason for urgency.

A third reason for rgency is the JoMing of National
Health Insurance. The dds went up on something passing thin
year, but I would still say it's the next year or the. year
after or some form o "f universal healthlinsurance in which
anywheke from five to thirty million peOpie will be dumped into
the sistem. Five Million is the AMA's figure; thirty million
is Senator Kennedy's. You can choose eAlywhere between, although
Geoge Silver 8f/Yale says its fifty million. When that happens,
where are we going to get the manpower? How are we going to use

/ This program as a national.model,,according to Don Buckner,
might provide some answers.

Another reason for urgency is that through the HMO legis-
.

lation, that is, Health Maintenance Or*anization, there is $375 -
million- up for grabs from the Health Services Administration,
to create health maintenanceorganizations. Essentially, health
maintenance organizations or articulated health maintenance care
delivery systems are ways of using manpower in different organi-
zational patterns and with different Philosophies, that is, in
keeping people well rather than treating-the ill. We are going
to have to retrain people to think in:terms of keeping people
well. This is going to require a certain amount of planning. .

Is this occupational therapy model applicable to training occupa-
tional therapy per6onnel for this kind of a function?

Finally, if you don 't think there is a need for urgency,
there is a time bomb contained in the amendments to the Social
Security legislation, the famous HR 1,of two years ago, the
Mills' legislation, Public Law 92603. There is a section in
it, 1123, which says that by December 31, 1977, the Secretary
Shall have standards for performance for a whole range of health
services. Included as a catchall are.therapies--theyidon't even
say occupational therapy, but obviously if they didh't say you
are not in there, you arein there- It says the secretary shall
not deny payment under Title 18 and 19. of Medicare and Medicaid
for a service merely because this service is delivered by a
person who does not haye a credential or graduation from an
approved institution.

We are going to have universal standards for performance:
The questions are how good will those standards be, how much
of the kind of concern you.expressed this morning about quality
of education will be in there, and how fast can the model de-
scribed here today produce decent results?
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I am not so much Worried about blurring of functions,
nor am I Concerned with defending the sacred purity of a given

profession. The real question is, does it getthe job done
. for the patient? If you can prove that,, and it Is difficult

to prove, then you won't need to worry.

-Someone asked me this morning, "What' will become of the
health professions?" My feeling is that the health professional
organizations then can, fon the first time, become professional
organizations, that is, dedicated to the improvement of the
state of the art rather than tdefending some kind of a floor,
because the floor willbe set by someone else.

In looking at the ways things wound :up this morning, if a
flexible group like the occupational therapists is responding,
to needand gets this program tied up, what aboUt everybody
else? You may be the baby that goes down the drain with thA

II
bath water. Certainly, if you. don't move on from this pro ram
and relate to what is going on in the rest of the health ield

so that this program becomes part of a larger picture, you will

be that baby. Thank you. 1

^
MR. FILERMAN: Thanks, Mr, Frey. As if we haven't encugh to
dea4\with, we now have to do it in a hurry. You stimulated our
thinking,. and I think yo,u added an important dimension. Are

160there questi.sns ycll. would like to ask of Don Frey? Are there

some ings 04 would like to respond to?

MS. BLOOM: .1 am Janet Bloom. I know I should probably be
quiet,, but I think that one of the things that he said hit me

as a student. You may be in a,hurry and think we need to rush

it, but as students:we are in the middle, and we don't know
where we are going. We don't know when we are going to Hunter
or what courses we have to take. We go semester by semester.
We feel the sameie<way you do. We would like to get it over with.

MS. VOGEL: One thing i am sure Dr. Fney has overlooked.
We keep saying we ought to throw out the credentials because

maybe they aren't needed. But let's look at it in another way.
The problem is that maybe we. ought to start with some upper
middle-class Yale students and throw out the credentials for
them, but for these folks who have been trying very hard -to firid

a way into the accreded system for so long, they are not ready
to give up the credentials that all the tale graduates have.

MR. FREY: Of cour-;e I Aid nut say we should throw them

out. I jugt said that there: .,.re people who are considering
alternatives, and I would agree; that as long as we have this "kind

of a system, ,where this Ahi.m card is an essential in many cases,
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then we have got to find a way for people to get it such as
'external degrees, etc. As long as we are stuck with the
system and can't inaugurate the kind of sweeping reforms that
are called for in such documents as the Newman Report on Higher
Education to the Secretary of HEW, yes, we need credentials.
My point is, however, that in terms of the conventional system
that we now have, making changes in it, and opening it up, we
don't have all that much time.before someone just says, "We

will set the standards for you,"whether those .standards are

-.any good or not. I think there is a real possibility that this

may happen. .

I am not saying it is the best way. I am certainly saying
that some, form of transition needs to take place rapidly. There
are tremendous Rressures out there in terms ot'the need for
health services, and you have'to make this kind of -approach ,as

logical as possible, as defensible, as possible,.and certainly

as open as possible..

7
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Afternoon Panel:

Panel Chairman:

Participants:

-4o-

Issues in Employment

Dr. Sumner Rosen

Dr. Seymour Eikow
John Lagatt"
Dr. Hyman Pleasure
Dr. Philip Wexler

MR. FILERMAN: I would like to introduce Dr. Saner Rosen,

the Panel Chairman for the afternOon, a gentleman! I have known
for some tithe, who is one of the gentlest.provocateurs I know.

He has been in the manpower field for some time, and has had

an important role in trade union-education.

DR. ROSEN: I want to take a few minutes to set the stage

for some of the concerns-I have. I am here partly because I
wantto.help develop this program and moire the discussion, but

I am also here to express some views, some problems and put

them on the table because I jhink they need to be there.

1

I would describe myself as a man who often sees eye to eye

with Don Frey. However, I disagreereluctantly, with his view

that the time bomb or the fuse is that short. 'My own view is

that the Kennedy withdrawal from the original Keiedy bill
suggests that, we are going to have a kind of health insurance
arrangement in the next year or two which'leaves institutional
relationships fairly comfortable for those who have been com-

fortable in the past.

I think tkere is less leverage for change today than

was a month ago. I say that reluctantly, bec use I

as he has felt,, that the time bomb was ticking away d Ag#;iptn

ticking away largely unrecognized by most of the aom naoti*ouvs
and personalities in the health system. But I am afraid th"a

they have demonstrated once again that their 1.siliency and
their powers of resistance to the forces of change in persuading
Senatqr Kennedy.and his allies to retreat from whart was a some-

what modest, but significant advance if the direction of a more

rational, more responsive, and more accountable health delivery

system.

Slime of the concerns I have about the topics this afternoon

16,
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grow out of my,own experience, and I think thatthe,problems
we are addressing tnis afternoon are important and //'serious ones.
The questions I have might be summarize in this/4ay:

First, to what extent. do we assume in programs of this kind

that the beneficiaries are-students, trainees, recruits, new

careerists, or whatever,phraCalWe use? Traditionally, the
assumption has been that theyEIT'd tlie beneficiaries of enlightened

programs which we_provi.de for them. "We" meaning the a sembled
-iastitutions, professional organizations, and so on. In act,

the principal beneficiaries will be and need to ba the ins ,itu-

tions, the clients and the community served. I wanted-to raise
this question because the responses to the other questions are
derived in large part from how you answer this first question.

Who benefits.from such programs?

The
i

second concern I have is the dilemma I see from my own

experience. I have been involved in several programs which I

think have been important, have been useful, and have been worth
the expenditure of time, effort and funds that went into them.

My, trouble is that many such programs, and f think others here
are in the same boat, are Wel9ome and accepted as long.a.s they

are defined as experimental and demonstration programs; -When
the time comes to translate, to move from the pilot phase of
the project into its institutionalization, into the acceptance
of the underlying concepts as a regular part of the on-going
long-run-reality of institutional life, that's when real difci-

culties begin.

;49 are very tolerant of experimental, innovative programs.

as long as they. .remain. experimental, and as long as they are

funded from special experimental funds. When the .time

to put city, state, county, local government funds into lines
for new careerists, that is when the struggle assumes 'a different

character, and that is when the moment of truth arrives. That

moment of truth is still before us on most innovative programs,
whether you talk about them from the point of view of innovations,

in manpower development or innovations and changes in the delivery

of health services. I call your attention to the powerless and

marginal state of the Office of Economic Opportunity Health Centers
that ware_funded and developed with such fanfare and such lavish
support in the heyday of the anti-poverty programs. Most of those

centers go nowhere in,terms of long7run Institutional impact.

The third question I have is the question of looking at
problems from the long run and short run. Most of us are not
around to take the credit, the blame, or the benefit from the
10'12; run payoff of a short run decision. The people who haVe to
make these hard decisions are held accountable for their short

run impact. As an example, the decision to release,employees.

for training is a short run imposition of costs on an institutipn.
The costs are real, they are tangible, they are immediate. The

beneftts are speculative; Uncertain, and will emerge only after

a long,period of time.
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That scale tends to be weighted in favor 'of the costs anq

the difficulties at the expense of whatever the long term gains
.11. and benefits may .be. A

Finally, we faced similar problems in a MentalHealth dorker

Training program. 'There were agreements that mental health workers

ought to be deployed in mental health,institutions,and that they

have a significant contribution to make. There was Much less
agreement, once they were trained and had developed their skills;

that they ought to be promoted to become, supervisors of other

mental 'health workers. Professionals in the. field took the view

that mental health workers were okay in their place, but that
\supervision, management of their work, and evaluation of their

performance were -tasks to be reserved for the credentialed pro-

fessibnals. That struggle has not yet beeh fully resolved.

They fact that we have difficulty seems to indicate that we

have-a lot of "consciousness-raising" to do amongst ourselveS.
in terms of coming to full acceptance and full agreement with .
the pr.inciples and premises, on which a program of this kind is)

built.

I am now going to turh the floor over to the fourlpanelists,
and I thik we would like to hear from all of them in fairly
brief format before V'e open it for discussion. Our first panelist

is Dr. Seymour Eskow, President of Rockland CommunitrCollege.

DR. ESKOW: I was fascinated,by this morning's discussion,

and bewildered a bit by Mr. Frey's feelings that the disquss on

was Byzantine and without a sense of urgency. I thought wg w re

overly impressed with immediate social urgency, overrespohsjve,
and we had a tendency to come up with solutions before we sorte

out and formulated the problems.' However, this morning's dis-
cussion was useful because it began to suggest what the real

agenda and the real constraints and urgencies-were.- 'will go

back in time and address myself to the second question on this

morning's panel: How do you integrate in a work study'model,

classroom education, supervised field workand employment?

\\ We began with a somewht faulty diagnosis. We suggested

that somewhere between the two systems of educationand treatmen=
services there were resistances and tensions, and problems in
the attitudes of the practitioners. As the discussion evolved,
it seemed clear that what we were talkinabout was systemic
or structural rather than attitudi-nal.

You have, on the one hand, the servite agency located in

its' building on its turf with its responsibilities and rhythms,

and several miles away you have the colleges let have 'Modular-

ized the day with fifty-minutehourc, a credit system, and

nine-month year. The problem that diagnosed as lack of
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"flexibility was really a problem of how you relate--in a

coherent structure f sharing and service--two different ways

of doing business.

The nursing'prof ssion, for example, taught us in academia

one way of solving'it. We divide the five-day week into two

modules, Monday, Wednesday and Friday within the academic in-

stitution, and Tuesday a d Thprsday within the clinical agency.

I also heard other po sibilities for the future, for

example, the external degre- model suggests that, we divorce

credentialing from structure and make cledentialing a separate

evaluation process which inc, udes college learning and job' com-

petencies. We can then evaluate competence wherever it is.

generated and developed, wheth r it's in the agency or in other`

life experiences. So one mode of alternative procedure is the

external examination.

The Empire State College seems to be a revival pf an old

medieval mode with a tutor or mentor as the iritegratihg device.

The student who was interested in demonstrating competence would

report to his tutor or mentor who would design eb program that .

might include work, independent.study, or formal study in an.y,

academic institution, andthe tutor-mentor would' eventually be

the awarder of the credential._
2

I would like to propose what I think-is. a slightly brilliant

and non-controversial solution to the second question. Let me

see, if I can evoke your agreement or disagreement. I would like

to Propose that we use another medieval model, known as the

col1egium. The,collegium was a guild of practitioners organized

around 3n occupation, which was responsible for the perpetuation

of its craft, so thatl it combined service and education in the

work) setting. It isIdifferent from the apprenticeship, model.

Spe,cifically, what,I propose is this:

We bring the academic and employing agencies together by

creating an experimental model, a centralized college of 'allied

health, which would be agency-baSed: All instruction would take

place in the agency environment, on the noti n that it is easier

to move,one English teacher or one psycholo teacher.into,the

work' setting that it is to move 30 people out of the agency

setting into the college setting. -

The collegium model would attempt to meet the question of

how do we bring together work, education, and experience by doing

it all within the framework of thd agency rather than within the

framework of the school, by creating a new kind of program and a

new kind of faculty that would in*CIude pradtitioners and teachers,

using as a central modality the Work routines of the service agency.

DR. ROSEN: Our next speaker is John Lagatt, Assistant
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Commissioner for Manpower and Employee RelatT.ons in the New

York State Mental Hygiene Department.

MR..LAGATT: I have been reflecting on how I had planned
to spend a very pleasant and easy day, and I must confess that
what I saw and heard this morning challenged me. What I heard
from Don Frey certainly has to be upsetting for those of us
who have responsibilitY for working on the development of im-

44.," portant'manpower programs in the health services field.

Sumner Rosen asked me to address myself to the general
question of how innovative training programs in this field can
be accommodated in the merit system, and this morning I heard
some things that I would like to touch on before I get into
this general topic.

P

Heference was made to the occupational therapy career
ladder and to the strictures placed by the merit system on

gaining entry to the ladder and moving up within the ladder.
I would like to correct one statement that was made with respect

to entry, and reassure you that we have not made a sudden change
in the occupational therapy career ladder in that we do not

)ar admission to the ladder at the upper levels.- 'There is entry

to the ladder at erade4014, grade. 15, and I'believa at grade 17.
This aspect of opening a career path at various steps in it is

probably one of the most exciting features'of the career ladder
and one-that is very, very difficult to promote with the Civil,
Service Department and with other interested groups.

It seems to me that the merit system tends to support
rather than militate against the development of, programs of

this kind%

Several years ago George Burstein'and I talked about the
possibility4of this kin& of project, and at the time it seemed
like a direction we should take because it promised a way in

which a needed occupation could be staffed. I heard a little
'bit about how much,has been done since last September when the

program got under way. My feeling was one of disa pointment
that we we en't farther along with the program, tha there

weren't mo e people involved, and thatit did not ha e a broader

base. I do 't think you can attribute that, to the strictions

or strictures of a merit system., Proro.ams,such as this have to

be done in order to deliver better services to the clients that
critically need them. Programs such as this have to be started

and have to be carried through. The differences of opinion, the
differences of ET.PpToach, and even the hidden agenda items be-
tween the acaSemic community and the service community have to

be placed in proper perspective. They have to be dealt with and
solved so that the real work can get on.
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DR. ROSEN: Our next panellist is Dr. Hyman Pleasure,

Director of Rockland State Hospital.

DR: PLEASURE: Let me say a few words about the.first question:.

How much released.time for education is reasonable toex2.:21
the employing institution to grant....? I waS once trapped
into giving an cff-the-top-of-my-head answer.to that first

Iquestion. When was the State Deputy Commissioner for Local
.ServicesI gave an answer to that question in the form of
percentages to the Commissioner of Mental Health in New York
City, and I was pretty sorry for it later.

It is a very' complicated question, and it depends on what

you want to accomplish with'your educational program. If yo14,

are satisfied with where yoUr institution is and where it's
going, and all you want to do is sharpen up the skills-of the
staff, you may be less interested in,an extensive educational

program. If, on -the other hand; you feel that the organization

you are working in has to change then we'should be prepared to
sacrifice a lot for education. To my mind, education has a
great deal more to it,than sharpening up skills, getting degrees',
moving up in a career ladder, and getting higher level civil

0 service position's at higher salaries.

Tome, education Means a remodernizatiOn of the people
involved, a new,enthusiasM and a better understanding of where

we are going, and what we hope to do throughout our particular
professional programs.

I would like to give a little background on what I see as

the direction in which the mental health system of this State
andof states in general are going.

I think I,lam in a pretty good position to make some guesses

because I have worked in mental hospitals and I have been, a
Hospital Director for quite a te'w years. For five years I was
Deputy Commissioner for Local Services in Albany and had a good

deal to do with some of the legislation relating to unified

services.- I was Rushing it when I was in Albany, and now that

I am a Hospital Director I have sometimes been a bit sorry.

But, to go backla minute and give you a very brief thumb-
nail sketch.of how we came to'be in the position we are in, and

what I see as the direction toward yhich we are going! The

State Hospital, as a social organization or a social instituz,lon

came intcf.being about 140 years ago..in response to a tremendous

need 'in the community. There were no places for the mentally ill

to get treatment. Thex were placed in prisons if they were dis-

turbed, or in private liomes if they were quiet. They were re-ted

cut-is labcrers, etc.
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The first mental hospitals, in general, were very fine
places. They did very good work; they helped a lot of people
get well. The system that they used, which they described as
moral treatment, was to preserve thepatient's dignity and
.

respect. They tried to find some way he could be doing some-
thing ,interesting otiard productive during the day, and where he
would have "asylum" away from the cause of his, breakdown at
night. Results, apparently, were ver:r good.

With)the pass ing yaars, as the institutions got er

and largei..their quality deteriorated. The medical and sy-
Nrchiatric Trofessiont,a-be partly responsi,ble for that deter=

ioration because they became pessimistic about the_possitiilities
of improvement and cures. The politicians and the taxpayers
are also partly responsible because they refused to finance
the institutions adequately.

One of the reasons for poor suppo ;t was t he tremendous
immigration to this country with many immigrants requiring
treatment in hospitals. The, taxpayers were loathe to support
these -"ignorant foreigners",w,ho couldn't speak English.

-There were many other reasohs yhy:these institutions deter-7
iorated, but there came El:time when the President of the American
Psychiatric Assoclation'could stand up'and say we had to liquidate
the State hospitals. The Federfh. Government, in 1963! under the
urging of Presidents-Kenhedy'and jhnaon, passed the Community '

Mental Health Act which estailithefl mental health centers whose
purpose was specifically to do away with State Hospitals. In

some\States, such as California, it was followed implicitly and
up until December, 1973, California had done away with most of
its State Hospitals. In December, 1973, Governor Reagan had to
admit that he.had been precipitous and ;aid they had to preserve
the mental hospitals; they had been performing a useful function.
In the latest issue of the Mental Health News, published by the
American Psychiatric Association, it was announced that Massachusetts
was doing away with all its State Hospitals.

In New York we have never entertained the notion that we
could. afford to do away with the State Hospitals, but ewe. agreed
with the principle that the State Hospitals were sick institu:
tions and had to be changed. This position-cane aboutthr.ough
the improvement in psychiatric treatment, and the.eAaluative
studies which po,inted out that patients who stayed in state-

\1 Hospitals were damaged, developed social breakdown syndromes; and,
could not get well enough to leave the hospitals. They were sick
from being invAlved in an institution of .this type.

Today, in this State, we 'have decided to unify the Mental 1,
Health Center and the State Hospital and try to develop a new,
better kirld of organization for mental health. /We have the Unified
Services Act, which,.as you know, takes effect on january 1, 1975,
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for a few counties that have elected to, go into it. In this
area Westchester, Rockland, and Orange Counties have elebted
to do so.

As far as what I see coming in the future,`I believe Most
of.the State Hospitals will be extremely small. The figures
we have vary widely. For example, the English, in their National
Health Service, have decided that half-a bed,per one thousand
people would take care of the mental illness problem in England4
Using this formula here would mean:that Rockland Stalle Hospital,
which serves about 730,000 people in Westchestei and Rockland
Counties, would need only 350 beds. .At present, we have 21500
beds, just three years ago we had 4,300 beds, and .abut twenty,
years ago, we had 8,000 beds, when the population of this State
was smaller.

Some plople have suggested that in about fi.;'e or ten years
we shoul& have about 70 beds per million.poprulation.-1. It's /
,important that you' understand that this would mean that the
State Hospital eithei- will disappear or will be converted into
something different, something new.

My mission as Director of the hospital.is to preside over
an organization that is changing very quickly. The only work
We used .to do in a State Hospital was to stay behind our walls,
receive people sent to us for treatment, and then discharge
them back into the community having relatively little involve-
ment with what happened to them at that point. We are now
concerting this organization, this social institution, into
something very different, an organization which has many functions,
not only in in-patient care, but also out-patient,serAces,
partial hospitalization, sheltered workshops, consultation,
education, and rehabilitation. As I list these functions, you
can see that occupational therapy plays a very important-role
in many of these. But it's a.very different kind of occupational
therapy than we have been accustomed to seeing in the State
Hospital.

c, On the question of how much released time- for education is
reasonable to expect the employing institution to grant, I look
upon my giving releaietime with pay to any professional or
parapreessional individual of group as a sacrifice on my part,
a sacrifice of service which I think I owe to the commt....4ty and,

the patient. Iam only, prepared to offer that sacrifice if
get back from education, who have T. better-.under-
standirig of the mental health needs othe people we are serving:
That doesn't mean just better skills and higher professional
degrees. It means an enthusiasm about the 'possibilities of what
occupational thbrapy cart do to help people, a betterkanderstp-ding
of the psychological needs of people in hospitals, in the community,
in nursing homes, in sheltered homes, group homes, in.sheltered

workshopg, etc. I would be prepaed.to make an extensive sacrilice
if we can get that `f -om our educai.ional,program.
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I
2 DR. ROSEN: Our final panelistAis Dr. Philip Weller,

Assistant Commissioner of the Bureau of Education and Training
in the Department of Mental Hygiene.

DR. WEXLER: While listening to the discussion this
morning, I was thinking that no one of us is ever completely
pxepared for the job we have now, whether it's as an occupational
therapist, an administrator, or whatever. And no aetdemic pre-
pihation seems to ready us for what we have to do.

When a.bureaucrat cannot solve a problem, he reorganizes
the situation. This sometimes makes it appear, thrdugh the
action-that is taken, that somObthing really is happening. But

we don't do that. all the time. ;here are other things that can

be done. Ybu can fall back`on or retreat to history and talk
about how things were an.d how they have changed. Of course, you
'can always point to your accomplishmentsk-which makd's.you feel
good until somebody like-Don Frey comes along and stirs you to
thinki4 that maybe you really haven't accomplished very much
at

0

I coul'dn't help-thinkingI am retreating into history
now--that we should look back and see how these things came

about, and maybe the overrjding consideration, again, is some-
tiling that Hy Pleasure just pointed to. It's an old cliche,
change. It's the one thing we are sure of.

He'described pdtterns'of services that are changing. .

Even as those of you who are in this program look back:to the
short time you have been involved, you ck'see changes, and if
you look ahead, many forces are constantly at work changing the
role you have to play now and in the future,

In 1965, the Depdrtment of Me al Hygiene, with 145:,-000
employees, had a personnel office with only folir to six 'people.

A reorganization took place.'

In that reorganization, an effort was made-to call attention
to growing manpower needs and what to do about these needs. That
effort took the form of many different kinds of. activities. One

was the establishment of career ladder programs. Jack Lagatt

was involved in some of that,iso was.Hy Pleasure. It was no

easy matter. "It took a great deal of'persnasion, shaping and
reshaping,of civil service attitudes'and new legislation, to make

possible what we can now look upon as a very worthwhile achieve-
ment, with all its flaws and problems. It,was a very important
step forward, but it was also astep that brought-us many of
today's problems which we are not able to solve at the moment.

In the work that' went into-the establishment of career
ladders, it very quickly became apparent that career opportunities
were of no great value if, along with those opportunities, there
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was not also an investment in dollarstand'effort to provide
opportunities for employees to get the necessary training,

whetker academic or 'on-the-job, to take advantage of the car,

ladder programs.

For a.coup/e of years we tried to amend the mental, hygien-

law to make possible granting of educational leaVg*with pay to

employees of the Depa tmen't so they could take advantage of -

career ladder oPportun'ties, Having been involved i "n that

attemp over a period f time, I can tell you first/hand what

happened. or 'severaryears our" request was' rejectedo because

O people who are concerned with money, people on the State Assembly

Ways and Means. Committee,' and the. ;FState Senate Committee,
Hraised the question of dollars. How much would it cost to grant

education leave with pay? It could cost an astronomical amount,

pr it could cost a very spa,1.1 amount, depending on-how you im-

plemented it., For'a couple of years,. that 'question was asked

and not answered satisfactorily, at least, not to the satis-,

faction of the Legislature which was considering-the question.

But, the third, time around, in 1966, without,very much auestion-:

ing, and to our great surprise, there were no more obstacles in

the way, and the mental hygiene law was amended. ,-

One paragraph was inserted, and that set us off on o way

to opportunity, and to a great many problems. It said that the

Commissioner of Mental Hygiene may grant tA any employee educa-
tional-leave with pay, in full or in part, for educational
training which would better the performance of his duties.

We established guidelines in a hurry, and soon hundreds

of Department of Mental Hygiene employeesh were going to school.

I remember a phone call from a staff memi34r of the ,Division of

the Budget, who said, "I understand that you have several hundred

attendants who are now going to schools of nursing..," I sai_d_!,_

"Yes; that is correct."

He said, "That was not the intention of this progrim;. we

thought it would be used as a way. of providing short-term re-

fresher training for your employees."

In any case, they didn't interfere, and we built up A

program to the point where at any given time 1,400 to 1,500

Oployees of the D rtpent were on educational leave with pay.

They were involved i all kinds of training.
4

I mentioned earlier that you can point to accomplishments.

Thalt is one thing we can cll. Of the attendants going to schools

of Xursing. some three or four hundred, perhaps more, are now

burse. Once they were attendants in dead-end jobs. There are

many cther illustrations Of success we can point to.

/We also had our setbacks along the way; they came with
tough'financial years, and the program was cut back. We now

have probably ttiveftr sik hundred errigloyees on leavept any
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given.time May of them are on partial leave

We built into the original guidelines one overridih
consideration, the ong that D.K. Pleasure referred to. He has

he--zesponsibility, as Director of a hospital, to maintain the

highest possible level of services to the patients in that

hospital. Educational leave with pay is not an employee right.

4's not really a benefit. It's not something that accrues
atomatically just fOr the asking, although at one point in this

perioddt seemed as though- that was what was happening. Those

were times of relative affluence. We didn't have -.the -fiscal

problems, the. tight budgetary-situation .that we ,h ow. But,

in all of this, our achievements have been quite ,ema kable when

we look back at them.

I think, too, that another, perhaps more important, factor

was present.- For the first time the Department of Mental Hygiene

adopted a positive attitude toward .education and training.

Although the,most important consideration was to improve em- i

ployees' proficiency in providing services to the mentally dis"2

turbed in the State, the whole concept of career development,

of the importance'-of providing career opportunities to-employees,

was a so'firmly established.
.

.

There has been a great deal of growth. We now have 55,000

emprloyees. In spite of theS.a.ct that you hear about the

possibility of hospitals closing down, the real working'staff
. of the Department has grown, and as services changeAas the
patterns -T services change, we can see functions beginning to

11/4.
change. emking ahead, we can see, as Dr. Pleasure noted, a

redeployment o4 staff un-der Unified Services. We will have a

mech ism that Will make this worRable. ,

I mentioned the-career development attitude which I hope

we c n retain tvithin the Department. There have been some

threats in times of economy moves to eliminate the things that

are most easily eliminated; critics say, that eliminating educa-

tional opportuhities does not take services away from patients,

but I am sure everyone here realizes how shortsighted that

attitude is.
r

.

We made a real commitment in 1965; and we have tried to

stay with'it.

We also made a commitment to get away from somethingfthat

,I think many State agencies have been guilty of in the past,

and that is co4laining\about the kind of preparation colleges

and universities provideXby passivelT_ accepting it, not trying

to intervene actively, not\trying to plan jointly with those

who are responsible for educa9ional programs, not trying to

participate, but simply.complaining and doing nothing about it.
,
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We have trilled to be much more active, to participate

actively, and I think we have succeede.. I think the fact

that this Consortium has developed is kn example of it, dm-,

perfect as it is, and I think it's the most promising thing

that is happening around the State.

I think, too, of other obstacles that stand in the way,

some of which were discussed this morning. I suppose one

obstacle is the arrogance of both the employing agency and

the educational institution with each insisting that it knows

what the student needs. Neither-I-fie agency nor the educational

institution know fully what is'needed; partnership is,"I think,

essential. i

There is also the obstacle of the professional organization.

Pi-obgblythe greatest obstacle to the development of career

ladder programs and to the movement of those at the botom to

the higher rungs of the ladder is the professional organization.

Under the guise of promoting higher standards for the professions,

these Organizations insure higher salary schedules by making

entry and advancement in career ladder programs prohibitively

costly.
.

These are some of the overviews, some historical, some

organizational, some pointing to the difficulty and inability

of answering some'of,the questions raised here. Yet ye have

also considered the mechanics of developing a syStem which will

do all of the things we have been talking about, which will do

-C&Im. well, and which can adapt to change, be flexible, and

develop those characteristics we think are desirable and essential,

all ideally taking place in an atmosphere of joint plarining and

cooperation.

DR. ROSEN: Thank you. What I heard from each of the

four speakers was a- commitment to 'achieving the goals of the

program, and to realizing its solution. You may want to flesh

that out, to test it, to make it very concrete in terms of the

resources available here. For the time remaining, the floor

is open.

MR. LESH: I would like the panel to respond to a com-

bined proposal for questions one and two- Would it be possible

to replace employees who are on educational leave or released

time with interns from the college? Thus, regular college

students would be 'provided with work experience at the work

site while providing soIne kind of job coverage. Can the college

do this? Will the employers accept it? Will the State recognize

this kind of thing for promotion?

1
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DR. ESKOW: I hope this is responsive.. What I would like
to see is for us to move into the agencies, create cluster
colleges within the agency environment, and have two or three
levels of students all studying within the agency. The first
level would be the people currentlyemployed. The second level
would be people from the surrounding community who might be,
interested in those same occupations. The third level would be
students from lhe main college campus who are interested in
educational prZgrams housed within service agencies.

In other words, I 1.ould like to see the, college program
and all of its offerings, including work -study and internship
opportunities, open to the community and available and housed
in the agency. I think that is compatible with your notion.
1e would no longer 'be able to make the distinction between the
students in the agency and the students on campus.

DR. PLEASURE: Rockland State Hospital has traditionally
been very welcome to students, and long before I came there,
the 'Occupational Therapy Department, for one, had many students
coming in for practical experience. For example, we have
resiodents in hospital management, residents in administration,
and medical students from New York Medical College. We would
be very cordial to the idea of continuing this. The problem,
of course, is providing supervision and training. That is an
important- -respongibility of the service institution When it
accepts this kind of program. It, is a commitment in time, but
I think it is very.worthwhile,' and I would be very cordial
toward it.

MR.-LAGATT: There is a prac4;ical pr lem here that we
have never solved. Pile Wexler alluded to it earlier in des-
cribing the ',educational' leave Oovisions of the mental hygiene
l,aw. One of the things that has always made'it difficult for
the Department of Mental Hygiene to derive full -Potential from
this change in the law was the fa t that there never was money
to fund the replacement of the in vidual who was engaging in
educational, activities, and we hav not seen any prospect of
that changing.

.
I was mildly amused when I heard Hy Pleasure talking about

his willingness to make sacrifices. But the unions are quick
to bringto our attention that the real sacrifice S made by
the employee who is left at the work site because he has to do
his own job plus the work that would have been done by the worker
in school. We have not found a good solution to this problem.

Money is an answer. The interns that you speak of, if out
of the goodness of their hearts will come in and work, might be
a wonderful approach, but I have'not seen that much altruism
lately.
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DR. WEXLER: I think I can speak freely for the Department
of Mental Hygiene in saying that we would welcome and try in

every way to .promote the kind of arrangement that Dr. Es'kow

refers to. We are already trying in'various ways to do the
same thing at other locations around the State. The'real problem
is that this mechanism of gr-anting educational leave gets in

our way, but I,think we can overcome_it. There are ways to get
around but'they are not easy.

The fact that we cannot replace someone on educational
leave with pay is really a major control built into the pi.ogrlim

to limit whblesale departure and depletion of staff. .T am not
saying it would have happened, but it nearlyappene,d in some
places where very generous administrators wanted to give every-
body an opportunity to go back to school. Of course,,a few years
ago we didn't have the pleasure of budget ceilingshere were
always enough vacant positions around so that you could recruit
other staff to take the plaCe, not in the same job lines, but
to take the place of those who'Went off to school, then thingg
were not so bad.

Another hospital south f here became very frustrated with
its affiliation'with a nearb* community college because of
scheduling and instructional problems,, and so tried to find out

how it could grant its own degrees. Well, they didn'tisucceed
because it didn't make sense; nor could support be found for it.
The Department is not set up to be an educational institution.
It would duplicate the responsibility and the role of colleges
and universities Which have this mandate.

4

At this particular hospital last fall, I discovered that
there were 29 classes on the grounds of the hospital, 29 different
classes meeting regularly. There was'some criticism of the
hospital administration about where the staff were when they
should have been taking care of the needs,of patients. They
were in class. What I a6 trying to point to is-the problem that

can occur in a situation that requires' an imbalance in favor of
adequate services to patients. 0

One mechanism that may be used is that of granting partial
leave with partial pay and using the other half or the other
portion of that position to provide support for students. This

has been done, can be done, and probably, at the moment, -is the

only way we have to tet around the money problems.

DR. ROSEN: .It seems that several of the responses tend to
accept the dichotomy that Dr. Eskow was seeking to bridge in/the
model he proposed.

MR. LESH: The replacement by regular students would be
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part of their educatiorial program and as such, they would not
necessarily ha-re to be paid. Or, by moving some joint funding
into this approach perhaps we could generate enough funds to '

provide the necessary.procesS'es of training, education and service.

MR. WOLFE: I am Richafd Wolfe. I am the head of The
Recreation Department at Rockland Children's.Psychiatric Hospital.
Dr. Eskow said that he" was interes in and concerned about having
satellite centers. A point that ha to be recognized by the
educational institution is that the a as to be an equality in ,

terms of responsibility. You can't s the institutions and
their staffs to do the training witho t tire educational insti-s
tution absorbing some of the cost inv 1 ed.

We take students from Penn State, froM Courtlandt, from
Roci%A.and ComMunity College. It costs staff time. My staff
is pi'Wbably better trained to deliver e educational service
to your students because they are cli cians than your staff is.
As yet, the eddcational'institutions o not reciprocate. Penn
State and Courtlandt have some agreement with us. The City
'niversity of New York has had problems. We get some recipro-
,.ation in terms of the work of the. students. I suggest that
maybe this is not enough.% Maybe we need to go a little further
t :n that, and_I think the exaruple by Mr.'LeshAs a good example.
We c provide students, to the colleges in terms of people on
educational leave and, in turn, we can take interns from the
colleges. But there has to be a financial mutuality of re-
nponsibility there, and I don'tsee it within the system.

In other words, can the Consortium become a
truly tr,vuint: enterprise?,

MS. VOGEL: ../We are involved at LaGuardia Community College.
with the pr,bleal that Sy Lesh raised, in that we are trying to
place college' interns in the institutions from which we are
irawIng paraprofessional students. There are a number of interest-
ing possibilities and.a number of very serious problems.

We are a w.rk -study college. In all the divisions, of our
college, students get placed on paidwaris.assignMent. The pro-
posal that I hear ,from Sy, and maybe he did't mean it that way,
is if you are in a human services program you get placed on an
unpaid work assignment in order to provide free labor tolreplace
the paraprofessional who is gettingrpaid released time tp go to
school. The pl'oblem is that we have students who can't afford
tv prvile that kind of free labor. So we have been looking for
ways ,,:: paying our student interns and We'have had some success,
I am ;,eased to say, with the Department 'of Mental Hygiene_ in
getting same paid internships.
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We have been looking for other sources of funds for these
( internships, and as.far as I have been able to find out, the
State Education Department is not the right place to look for
stipends. Lots of money for lots of things, but not for student
stipends. There are other ways of getting money for student
stipends but these include many complications. We must get all
kinds of guarantees from employing institutions that there would
be jobs for the interns at the end of the line. This limits
the training because it means we are going'to be saturating a
few employing institutions with the first or second class of
students. I don't want to go into all the- details. It can be
done. It's a very interesting proposal. It would take a whole
seminar, which I hope we will have one of these days, to get
into the ramification of making it work, and one of the strongest

' supporters of making it work is Phil Wexler, who is sitting here.

MS. 'SMIRNI: I am Beverly-Smirni, Executive Director of
the New York New-Careerist Association. After the program,
after the students graduate, Dr. Wexler, where is the career
ladder-for them?. In the hospitals they are now working in? Is

the career ladder that you spoke about really for them?

DR. WEXLER: You are touching on one of the very specific
problems. I will turn to Jack Lp.gatt who has the career ladder
in front of him.

MR. LAGATT: I am really quite distressed.and disturbed
by a lot of the things ',heard here today, and the discussion .

about credentialing is part of my present problem because the
career ladder features credentialing heavily, and the thing
about it is that no special consideration is given to project
graduates, no adjustment has been made in the 'Career ladder to
accommodate a project graduate who doesn't have the credentials
that are specified for everyone else. Does this go to your point?

MS. SMIRNI:' I think it goes to the concerns of sothe of the
students here.

DR. ROSEN: Before we go any further,' I referred in the
ry remarks I made at the beginning to the mental health workers'

program New York City. One of the struggles that that program
had to confront was the efforts by the New York State Psycho-
logical Association to require baccalaureate degrees, to follow'
the traditional credentialing route, whereas the mental health
program was strongly'biased in favor of'accrediting experience
and training.

The question is whether a similar scenario is about to take
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place in occupational therapy, one which would impose a new
barrier for non-credentialed therapists and so structure the
program that it would be required to\follow the traditional
credentialing route rather than following a course of training
and education based on a task analysis which reflects the needs
of institutions.

MS. PULLMAN: Elizabeth Pullma , chief of occupational
therapy at Rockland State Hospital. In terms of using re-
placements for employees when they are in\School, as Dr. Pleasure
said, Rockland State fias always been a teaching hospital. However,
I agree with Mi. Lagatt that this puts some strain on the pro-
fessionals who have to carry out the cliniW. teaching. But
the patients are also benefiting from the students, and, hat
they bring into the institution in terms of \their wanting to
learn and their freshness. At the moment, with our four students <

'that are in this Consortium, we are well balanced in a give and
take relationship.

MS. PRESSLER: I -
am Stephanie Pressler,'Educational Coordinator

for this' program at the Hunter College Institute of Health
Sciences-. I am unclear as to your remark about credentialing
being a block f6r our graduates, because the way we are established
now, it will not be the block. Maybe there is no CiVil Service
item for them to move into, but the profession has not set up
a system that will prevent them from getting the credential.

O

MR. LA ;GATT. Good.

MS. PRESSLER: But in response to your statement, yes, quite
indeper4dent of our project, the occupational therapy association
in Ne%,, York State, in response to licensing bills of other pro-
fessi(u4., has decided to move for State licensure, and the bill
is ei%her in committee or on the floor.

DR. ROSEN: What is your view'of that?

,PRE:;:3LER: I do not want to see my profeSsion under the
control of another profession 9r of, a group of people that I
don't think ought to be controllin it, F r example, I don't
want psy7hologists ordering occupational herapists, which is
what damost happened to us last. year. I on't want to. see that
blmhelon's degree Again made the entry ley. 1 criteria for the
'professional. That is moving backwards.

YR. MASHIKlAN: I think Dr. Eskow's suggestion was really
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brilliant an not controversial. One is talking here in terms
\--o,f leadership. This is an area which we touched upon early

today, and theta we snuck over it.

There are to other areas that we should, keep in mind
when we are engage,d in a manpower educational training program.
If we inject the ISsueof economics, namely, higher salaries
and,so on, probably many such programs would fail from its
inception.- Individuals d6ing a job, getting more skills and
competenc7, may be satisf4.,edin doing the same job at the same
pay. We are hoping, howey4er, that in the process the indiVidual
will not end at the level, say,'of certified occupational therapy
assistant, but will gr: on for three or four years and become
registered occupational therapipts. In our system there will be
jobs for them at higher pay.

I think these two trends are essential to keep in mind if
we are gOing to adapt to the changing scene. To make commit-
ments at this point that in five or ten years a,given profession
is goingwi,o work one way or another is really a mistake.

All the evidence points to the interdisciplinary team as
the future mode and not only in the mental hygiene system.. We
shoUld not worry too much about the short-range, task-oriented
problems. Graduates of this program will be hired and
prepardtion and rewards will be in line with the changing scene.
For that reason, I welcome Dr. Eskow's suggestion which will
answer, possibly, Sy Lesh's question.

MR. DUNN: ' I am Jack Dunn with the National CommitteePon
Employment of Youth.

To return to the point that Stephanie Pressler just voiced,
and which Pat Elston of Nassau County mentioned earlier to me,
this idea of a move by occupational therapists to follow
thetsNaL route and get themselves state licenses rather than
being accredited nationally May lead to trouble. Up until' four
years ago, the New -York State licensing board for physical thera-
pists was composed solely of physicians. Now they have one
physical therapist on the board.

MS. PRESSLER: That doesn't happen to be the way the occupa-
tional therapy bill is written, and that isn't the implication
of...the bill for a project like ours.

MS. SVENSSQN: I am Viola Svensson, Chief Occupational
Therapist at Helen Hayes Hospital. I would like to go be!ck to
Dr. Eskow's idea of teaching at the work site, centering all the
eluJaLion there, and then go on, to the .career ladder. The drain
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and demands on the work site staff to provide education are
great, but at present there is no recognition for these staff
people whopare conducting the educational program. I wonder
why in the career ladder of occupational therapy or of any
other profession this is not recognized, s.ince each institution
is really a teaching institution.

In terms of a career ladder, we cannot have a true career
'ladlier unless there are enough open job lines to encourage the
flow upwards. Of course, not OreryoneNrould be on the top, so
that you have a department of all chiefs and no Indians, but a
career ladder is a dangerous thing to have if a persoh cannot
utilize it. Our students who are now in training, if they are,
not able to go up the career la4der as State-employees, are,
in effect, no longer in a career ladder. There must be opportu-
nities, to use the career ladderlthrough this kind of program or
for any regular employee who can demonstrate competency. There
must also be opportunities in the career ladder for the staff
which does the training.

MR. SIMPSON: I am Bob Simpson. I am a student in this
program

AS' students, we go through the educational process and we
end up after two years at the certified occupational therapy
assistant:',1evel. How' is Civil Servida- going to reward us?
Presently, there is nothing in the system to recognize that we
have completed such a program and attained a credential.

DR. BURNSIDE:
0
What sort of rewards would you like?

MR. SIMPSON: Grade 14. We have had the education and the
experience for it,,for this item, and why isn't it forthcoming?

MR. LAGATT: Right, now there is nothing that stands in the
way of your moving up in the career ladder, but the point that
you are making, I believe, is that there is nothing in the project
t at gives you a license to move ahead Taster-than somebody,that
ii\not in the project. The project started in September, and
rea y, I don't think-that we have had an 'opportunity to sit,
down nd look at tha,direction this is going to take. ,s6 that
it's s mething that we are going to have to take into a-eel:Wilt,
and we re going to have to measure what effect it'is going to-
have.

I heard Mrs. Fidler talking about the di'recteohtaken 'by
the professional association. I think that this important
for us to know; it's important for us to dbasure'the,impact, of
what we have set forth already; I.nd-determinathe.step's tliat
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must be taken and the hurdles that must be passed to be ableto move in the. ladder.

DR. WEXLER: Can we look specifically at what the obe.tec'les.are? What is there that prevents Mr. Simpson from moving up tothat particular grade level position?

MR. LAGATT: Really nothing, if he has the service re-quirement, if he passes the exams.
.

SIMPSON: When you refer to exams, Iwould like to knowwhen they are given, how the lists are made, how they are can-vassed, and. who is eligible on the list? The"last test wasgiverr-a year ago. Itlwas a year before results were mailed out,and people ,still haven't gotten the items. There seems to be
some "Catch 22's" in the system. .1 have'had thik college pro-

-gram, this work experience, but I cannot get that item.

DR. ROSEN: I am. surprised that you omitted the question
of how exams are designed /and what the responsiveness of .jobneed and 'job expectations' are.

/A VOICE: .I am a student, too. He is talking, about aGrade 14. Some of us who are students, having worked in the
system for 'so long, are already Grade IA. After we finish two
years of school, we are still Grade 114. There is no place to go.

MR. LAGATT': Why aren't you in Grade 15?

VOICE: Because I am not a registered occupational
. therapist. I have to get a bachelor's degree, which is a 15,,

only. a one grade raise.

MS. MEISSMAN: I am Rae Wdissman, evaluator of this program.It seems to me that in the Civil Servic; career ladder therewas no requirement for a bachelor's degree to be an occupatibnal
. therapist.- The problem in the program is that tharc may be a

State licensure act which will require baccalaureate degrees.
That appears to me to be the con^lict, and not with the career
ladder, as it stands now.

MR. JAGATT:1 Let me just read for you the open competitive
and promotional requirement for the occupational therapist.
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"For promotion,. completion of training and registration
in occupational therapy; for open competition, the bachelor of
science degree or the bachelor's degree and registered occupa-
tional therapist.

MS. PRESSLER:
'intointo the system?

.4/

The baccalaureate is for- new people coming

14.#\

MR. LAGATT: Yes: For promotion, the candidates are
v., % advanded without examination upon completion of occupational

.%
is there training and the acquisition of the.registe cupa-
: tional therapist. For the. outside people, from which lications
are received continuously, ratinds are baied on a rev). of

trainiy and experience.

DR. ROSEN:
trouble'?

Whom does that reassure and whom does "that

MR. WOLFE: That troubles me. I am a Recreation Department '

head, but I deal with the same issues of items and lists. If. '

Bob Simpson is my employee, and I send him through the program
'and he does very well and my evaluation of his performance is
excellent, but the Civil Service evaluationsof him gives him a
75 arbitrarily, I can't reach him on a list', then what doj do?
The institution,has put a tremendous investment into him. He4

has performed very weal. Yet through a very arbitrary system,
we come up with a score whereby the institution cannot hold him,
and that is a problem.

Ir

MR. LAGATT: You know, I don't want to make a change now.
The Civil Service Department can't Rgke a qualitative assumption
.bout anybody's performance. You can't either. The Civil
Service Department makes as modest an effort as it is capable
of making to e.lialuate objectively the level of experience of one
individual astpx#01.arpd t000thers,,and against. certain standards.
I don't know if ther'aris any better way of doing that. After

get'hundreds of applications in, and they, too, assume
that the people are telling the_truth%bout what they have done,

and they point value the various items of experience that are
presented for,review. The unassembled examlnation technique is
certainly nothing new. It's widely used in the Federal service,
and II).thAlak:thanit has a great future.

t7;";-- : 4

471

A VOICE: I would point out it is not used in private._
industry, and' probably for good reason.

°

MR. LAGATT: You mean, the competitive aspect of it?
3.
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A VOICE: I mean, in private industry, generally on-
the-job performance is the major component of promotional
ability.

MR. LAGATT: That's right: But you are talking about_a
non-tenured service generally, and you get anlawful lot of
Schemes from people who don't have that sense /of security about
themselves. They rely on and enjoy the tenure that is provided
by the public service.

J..

DR. ROSEN: Keep in mind, too, that the distinbtion may,
be overLt.ated. The Grigg's decision, for example, strikes down
what the Supreme Court found excessive and arbitrary use OT
educational requir

?'
ments by private employers, both fol.. employ-

ment entrance an for promotion. And the Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission has now begun to scrutinize a whole
range of practices which are not that different from the private
sector in terms of reliance Upon credentials and validated .

testing, etc., from the ItincLof thing that you are properly
seeing as overdeveloped in Civil Service. Wesought not-look to
the private sector for the panacea for problems we ape dealing
with. They have something to offer, but not a grawe*deal.

Finally, the Civil Service Statute Committee permits
employment n the basis of merit and fitness and some kind of
obligation to the State.

MS. GREENBERG: I have concern about the certified occupational
therapy assistant within the State Civil Service System. Ther
is no line for certified occupational therapy assistants as su h.

What you are recognizing is the two-year college degree4 in
whatever field it may be in, but there is nothing for a certif
.)ccupa*tional therapy assistant. There are also people who mov
into New York State who have had short-term certified occupa-
tional therapy.assistant training. They enter the State system
at the level of an aide, and trhere is no recognition given to
their technical training that is so key to the job.

DR. ROBISON: I am Helen Robison, Professor'of Educationsat
Barwh Cullege of the City University of New. York. I, want to
say h,)14 -informative I have found the discussion odziy. Analogies
art, Liway very instructive and I find that .some of our problems,
apparnty, are much more serious than some of yours, and maybe
thi' .4,7ht.t6 be reassuring to you.

It seems to me that in teacher educatJon, a large part of .

our problem is drastic and radical change; that no model, really$
that has been tried looks at the moment capable of assuring the
kind of .radical change that in general seems to be needei. We
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have been considering whether we hould move to on-site
education as we have been trying t do, or whether we offer

it' at the college. Neither of these models - really deals with

the problem of change.
4

If what happens on site ds pretty much the same thing that
happens in the college; or if what happens on site is simply. to

:Jell some. m.o.ne go-i-rrg--on; -then-Dr- Eskow's V6del

doesn't assure us of more than a continuation of Vhe:tare
already totally dissatisTied with. The very different thing'
that we have just begun to do in our field is to try to have a

viabfle kind of partnership between employer agency and college ,

with all of its frictions, its abrasiveness, its dissatisfactions,.

and the general notions of all parties that their control is
threatened, their schedules are threatened, their preemption of

the field in general is threatened, and I think this is where
we are begirining to be aware of the fact that we need a very-
different model from the one ve had before.

It isn't going to be solved by simply saying that we-well

let the employers do the training. It is a matter of finding _

new ways to collaborate; the problem is how, not where. There

are plenty of wheres. The question relates to the different

roles we' will play, and how we relate to each other in different

ways so that a model will emerge which is better than the.ohe

.we now have.

DR. WEXLER: .
These career ladders were pretty radical stuff

five or six -years ago. The radicals of yesterday are the con-

servatives of today, and if you don't keep at it, you will fall

back into the censei-vative trends, which-is the trend of the

establishment- ft took a lot of doing to establish these career

,ladders, and to break down some old practices an,d attitudes on

the part-of the merit system. But you can't give up. You can't

rest on what you have accomplished and go with it forever.

Change is constant. It has to be.

MR, COHEN:. I don't think that this is what you would '-

consider an action meeting or'-action conference, and so I am

not sure that any motions would be in order.

But I wonder if I_cohld express what I think is the sense

of the meeting with a strong recommendation to those involved

in this program, which means Lee and the Consortium of .employers
and colleges, that as quickly as possible there "S'e a meeting

between those parties, plus the people from the State, to begin

to discus's what to do with the people who have gone through this

training program.

What is it that they can look forward to? What can they

expect; gradewise,salarywise, positionwise., etc.? I get a

MM.
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sense that',we have been sitting back and waiting to se, what
happened. Well, it's happening, and it seems to me that we
ought to begih to move to try to resolve this in some fashion.

MS. EiSTON-: I an Pat Elston, from Nassau County. Could
I take an addition to Eli Cohen's recommendailion that such-if
meeting also include the Legislative Committee which is re-
viewing the occupational therapy bill, because they should be
aware of the model that has been developed here. It's an
extremely exciting model, b''cause ultimately, it's threatening.
What is happening here-could go just so far, and then hit its
head on what is happening in;, Albany: The Legislature could be
building ' system to insure the vested interests of'a particular
group without knowledge of this model'which,could be transferred
to other communities with much benefit. Whatever .bill con s out
of that Committee should not threaten the ultimate interest of
these activities.

MR. FREY: To be exact, I would agree with' that as a
specifiC, but I think you ought to go beyond that and perhaps
create some kind of a'barriler task force to look into what
barriers there are likely -to be in the way of the students and
all of your other people /Who committed themselves to this pro-
gram, and to make darn sure that you can remove as many of them,
as possible before they graduate. On, this licensure thing,
if this program is indeed to become a national model the very
fact that the response in this particular State has been another
excursi)n into licensurie, might encourage others across the
country not to emulate/this model, but to emulate the State's
action. New York hap-dens to be, for ample, one of.the three
states that licensed radiology techno ogists. The only excuse
for licensure at this point in histor is protection of the
,public. There is abjolutely no evidence after -.nearly ten years

ti of such licensure that there are greater standards of performance
in New York than instates which do not have such licensure. To

assume that the pubic is going to be better. protected by an
occupational therapy licensure tak s some circuituos thinking.

The lack of flexibility poes the ossibility of preventing
this program from sficceeding,.a program to which all of us look
with. a great deal-of hope. I think we ought to look at the
number :if possibilities for the future of'these students, because
we are riot talking about the students alone, we are talking about
the pr,,:tion of the whole investment.

DR. ROSEN: I am glad you struck,that note. It reminds me
that Shaw once said that every profession is really a conspiracy
against the public. That is not a bad note to keep in mind.
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MR. COHEN: ' We are talking as if.this system is.monq-.
lithic. Each)Direc..or of a State Hospital or State School
makes certain decisions about who shall be hired. These decisions
are usually made according to Gresham's law,' based on who has the
most to offer. If licensure and the_baccalaureate degree become
the prime crite ,ria for employment, individual directors will
pick other than our graduates, so that more ds involved here
than simply looking at the immediate people -rho graduate right
now. If anything should be done, it should be made clear that
competency-based evaluations are the way that the profession is
going to go. I think Gail Fidler made this point quite clear,
and for the State Occupationaa Therapy Association to take a
contrary position will not do us any good at all. It seems that
the professi.on is moving in two different directions;,one ,

nationally, and one on a State-wide basis.
t,

MS. PRESSLER: I think'I did attempt to explain that. It was
a responsive move,to another bill that threatened to put occupa-
tional therapy under the jurisdiction of another profession.
It's not simple; it isn't a matter of state End national separa-
tion. It's a difference of state and national problems.

AVOICE: But it's a tremendous barrier to this program.

DR.-WEXLER: Fortunately, licensing frequently does not
apply to State agency facilities and permits the State to decide
whether it will or will not accept it.

I would suggest, to follow up Eli Cohen's recommendation,
that a date be set and a meeting be scheduled to look at the
immediate needs and requirements for moving into the career
ladder, the problems that are -in the way, and how they can he
dealt witn.

DR. ROSEN: Are there any last words from the panel? Let
me say for myself that I am always most pleased when a discussion
takes this direction. I am very grateful to Eli Cohen for having
crystallized.what wat in the air and giving us not only a sense
of direction and a sense of urgency, but some very specific needs
that we have to face. I want, on your behalf, to thank the panel
for having sparked and stimulated what 'I think has been a very
helpful discussion.

MR.! FILERMAd: Panel.members, I want to thank you for your
pat"ticipation, and ladies and gentlemen, I want to make reference
to something I said this morning. I said we hope ultimately to
open avenues for further exploration in the future, and that is
exactly where we ended up, and in that case, I feel this Symposium
has been worthwhile. We have put in a lot of effort. All of you
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have expended a great deal of ti e. It costsisome money,
but that, I think, is not them /jor factor. It's be'en an
important educational expeHe /e for me,'and Certainly for
the staff of the project. Th avenues recommended byEli and
Pat will be explored further/ and we will contact you.

/
May I say that we are,,/ e1.6rmously gratified that you came

today and we hope that nett year's Symposium will be as success-
ful as this one.

I
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Epilogue

As a direct r sult of this Symposiui, an interdepartmental
task force haa4bee eptablished to examine the career ladder for
occupational the pists in New York State and to make recommend-
ations for it modification to the. State Civil Service Commission.
This task force includes representatives of the New,York State
Departments of Health, Mental Hygiene and Civil Service. In
addition, the National Committee on Employment of Youth,. the
American Occupational Therapy Association, and the New York
State Occupational Therapy Association are represented. A sub-
coMmittee of the Policy Board of the Consortium for Occupational
Therapy Education will prepare and recommend modifications in
the existing career ladder and propose several alternatives for
a.onsideration by the task force. 6

a
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